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Abstract 
 
Due to the increase of contamination sources worldwide the protection of 
the natural ecosystems has become a necessity and simultaneously an enormous 
challenge. It is necessary to develop new, faster and more efficient methods of 
detecting contamination. In several studies, behavior has proven to be a sensible 
endpoint which could be used to detect sub-lethal exposures. In a previous work 
was developed a video-tracking system using zebrafish locomotors behavioral 
analysis, to detect a sub-lethal concentration (9% 96h LC
50
) of sodium 
hypochlorite (SH). The aim of this work was to use this video-tracking system to 
determine whether the detection capability does not deteriorate after successive 
exposures of the zebrafish to ethanol, sodium hypochlorite (SH) or bisphenol A 
(BPA). Three similar video-tracking systems were conceived to record the 
movement of the zebrafish. In each system four experimental conditions (control, 
exposure to ethanol, BPA, or SH) were tested at the same time. Fish were exposed 
once a day for 9 consecutive days to these toxicants for 1h30m, but only the 
second half hour of each day was used in the analysis. One assay was performed 
and later was repeated a second time with new fish. In the end the zebrafish 
locomotor behavior was transformed into XY coordinates and 9 movement 
descriptors were calculated. A cluster analysis was conducted using Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANNs), of the type Kohonen to define different behavior 
categories of the fish submitted to the different experimental conditions, with the 
information about the movement descriptors. Several correspondence analysis 
were performed to obtain a measure of the effect caused by the toxicants, that 
then was analyzed in each day, by linear and orthogonal multiple regression 
models.  
The Presence/Absence model analyzed if the behavior of the fish was 
related with the presence/absence of the respective toxicant in the water. The 
Moment/Toxicant model allowed analyzing the progress of the behavior 
response, before and after adding the toxicants in the toxicant experimental 
units.  This model was used to analyze the progress of the behavior response, in 
the moments before and after for the control experimental units. The 
Moment/Control model indicated that the behavior of the control fish was not 
influenced by the practical procedure, which means that the behavior changes 
 
 
detected were only related with the toxicants. The Presence/Absence model 
indicated that the system was able to successfully detect the three toxicants. With 
ethanol the detection capability was maintained, but in the case of the SH and 
BPA a deterioration of the detection capability over the days occurred. The 
Moment/Toxicant model revealed that all of the toxicants influenced the 
behavior, but for SH, and BPA a decrease in the amplitude between the Moments 
Before and After of the behavior effect over the days was detected. This response 
may be due to the induction of detoxification mechanisms, and biochemical 
changes that lead to a decreased effect of the toxicants in behavior, or due to the 
accumulation of adverse effects caused by the repeated exposure to the 
toxicants. In order to prevent the loss of detection capability some procedures 
can be adopted such as the regular exchange of fish. In the case of ethanol, the 
system was resistant to the repeated exposures. 
 Through the ANNs, the correspondence analysis as well as the linear and 
orthogonal regressions it was possible to use the zebrafish behavior changes 
induced by the toxicants as a way to detect them, and it was also possible to 
evaluate the exposure conditions to which the fish were subjected. This study 
shows that the system was capable of detecting changes in fish behavior exposed 
to small concentrations, which indicates that it can be an important tool for early 
warning detections of contamination, it can help understand ecological 
consequences of exposure and have the potential to be integrated in 
ecotoxicological studies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resumo 
Devido ao aumento das fontes de contaminação um pouco por todo o 
mundo, a proteção dos ecossistemas naturais tornou-se uma necessidade e ao 
mesmo tempo um enorme desafio. É necessário desenvolver novos métodos, 
mais rápidos e eficientes de deteção de contaminação. Em diversos artigos, o 
comportamento provou ser um parâmetro sensível, e que poderia ser usado para 
detetar exposições sub-letais. Num trabalho anterior foi desenvolvido um 
sistema de vídeo-rastreio utilizando a análise do comportamento locomotor do 
peixe-zebra, para detetar uma concentração sub-letal de hipoclorito de sódio (9% 
96h LC
50
). O objetivo deste trabalho foi utilizar este sistema de vídeo-rastreio 
para determinar se a capacidade de deteção não se deteriora após exposições 
sucessivas do peixe-zebra a etanol, hipoclorito de sódio ou bisfenol A. 
Conceberam-se três sistemas de vídeo rastreio iguais, para registar a 
movimentação dos peixes-zebra, e testaram-se em cada sistema quatro 
condições experimentais ao mesmo tempo (controlo, exposição ao etanol, 
bisfenol A, ou hipoclorito de sódio). Os peixes foram expostos uma vez por dia 
durante 9 dias consecutivos a estes tóxicos durante 1h30m, mas apenas a 
segunda meia hora de cada dia foi utilizada na análise. Realizou-se um ensaio, 
que depois foi repetido uma segunda vez com peixes novos. No final as 
movimentações dos peixes-zebra foram transformadas em coordenadas XY e 9 
componentes de comportamento foram determinados. Foi realizada uma cluster 
analysis, utilizando uma Rede Neuronal Artificial do tipo Kohonen, para definir 
diferentes categorias de comportamento dos peixes submetidos às diferentes 
condições experimentais, com as informações sobre os movimentos descritores. 
Foram realizadas várias Análises de Correspondência, para se obter uma medida 
do efeito causado pelas substâncias tóxicas, que, em seguida, foi analisada em 
cada dia, por modelos de regressão linear múltipla e ortogonal.  
O modelo Presença/Ausência analisou se o comportamento do peixe 
estava relacionado com a presença/ausência da respetiva substância tóxica na 
água. O modelo Momento/Substância tóxica permitiu analisar a evolução da 
resposta comportamental, antes e depois da adição das substâncias tóxicas nas 
unidades experimentais substâncias tóxicas. O modelo Momento/Controlo foi 
utilizado para analisar o progresso da resposta comportamental, nos momentos 
antes e depois para as unidades experimentais controlo. Este modelo indicou que 
o comportamento dos peixes controlo não foi influenciado pelo procedimento 
 
 
prático, o que significa que as mudanças de comportamento detetadas estavam 
apenas relacionadas com as substâncias tóxicas. O modelo Presença/Ausência 
indicou que o sistema foi capaz de detetar com sucesso as três substâncias 
tóxicas. Com o etanol a capacidade de deteção manteve-se, mas no caso do 
hipoclorito de sódio e do bisfenol A, ocorreu uma deterioração da capacidade de 
deteção ao longo dos dias. O modelo Momento/Tóxico revelou que todas as 
substâncias tóxicas influenciaram o comportamento, mas para o hipoclorito de 
sódio, e o BPA, foi detetada uma diminuição na amplitude entre o tempo Antes e 
Depois do efeito comportamental ao longo dos dias. Esta resposta pode ser 
devida à indução de mecanismos de desintoxicação e alterações bioquímicas, que 
levam a um efeito reduzido do tóxico no comportamento, ou devido à 
acumulação de efeitos adversos causados pela exposição repetida às substâncias 
tóxicas. De modo a impedir a perda de capacidade de deteção, alguns 
procedimentos podem ser adotados, tais como a troca periódica dos peixes. No 
caso do etanol, o sistema mostrou-se resistente às exposições repetidas. 
Através das Redes Neuronais Artificias, da Análise de Correspondência e da 
regressão linear múltipla e ortogonal, foi possível usar as mudanças de 
comportamento do peixe-zebra induzidas pelas substâncias tóxicas como uma 
forma de detetá-las, e também foi possível avaliar as condições de exposição a 
que os peixes foram submetidos. Este estudo demostra que o sistema foi capaz 
de detetar alterações comportamentais nos peixes expostos a pequenas 
concentrações o que indica que pode ser uma ferramenta importante para 
deteções de alerta precoce de contaminação, pode ajudar a compreender as 
consequências ecológicas da exposição e tem o potencial para ser integrado em 
estudos ecotoxicológicos.   
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1. Introduction 
 
Water is a vital resource for all organisms, including humans. With the 
increase of human population, the pressure on the water resources has also 
increased due to industrial development, agriculture, and domestic uses 
thousands of chemical substances are continuously reaching and contaminating 
many water resources all over the world (Houtman, 2010). Degradation of water 
quality poses serious ecological problems and to protect not only human health 
but also natural ecosystems its necessary to determine the toxicity of chemical 
substances, and detect quickly situations of environmental contamination (Storey 
et al., 2011).  
Risk assessment evaluates the likelihood of adverse effects occurring in 
ecosystems and relates the disturbance with the magnitude of the impact (Wright 
and Welbourn, 2002). It has 4 steps: the first is the hazard identification, which 
aims to determine whether exposure to a chemical substance can cause adverse 
effects and characterize the strength of the evidence that can have this effect, the 
second is the dose-response evaluation which aims to determine the relation 
between the dose of exposure to a contaminant and the following effect, the third 
is the exposure assessment that analyzes the magnitude and duration of the 
exposure to the agent and the fourth is risk characterization that summarizes the 
information of the 3 previous steps and analyzes the relation between the dose 
and the probability of occurring the adverse effect. Risk characterization puts the 
assessment of risk in a form that is useful for the competent authorities 
responsible for the decisions (Wright and Welbourn, 2002). Risk management 
occurs after risk assessment, and the objective is to take action and minimize the 
risk and the costs (Wright and Welbourn, 2002). 
Toxicology is the study of adverse effects of chemical substances on 
organisms (Chapman, 2002). Toxicity tests are used to determine the 
concentrations of a substance and the exposure time required to produce critical 
effects such as mortality, alterations in growth or reproduction (Wright and 
Welbourn, 2002). These tests can help to understand the mode of action and the 
physiological or other type of effects of the chemical substances on the 
organisms (Chapman, 2002).The majority of such tests are conducted under 
controlled conditions (temperature, water quality, pH) in the laboratory 
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(Chapman, 2002). Institutions such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development, the International Standardization Organization, the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency and the American Society for Testing and 
Materials) described several standard toxicity tests (Befyaeva et al., 2010). In this 
standard tests the exposure of organisms to the test solution can be 
semi-static regime where the frequency of medium renewal normally depend on 
the stability of the test substance, or flow-through regime, which continually 
dispenses and dilutes a stock solution of the test substance (Wright and 
Welbourn, 2002). Toxicity tests can be acute or chronic. Acute tests are 
accomplished for relative short periods of time normally between 48h to 96h, and 
the acute toxicity testing is usually determined by the concentration that is lethal 
to 50% of the test organisms i.e. the median lethal concentration (LC
50
) (Wright 
and Welbourn, 2002). These tests are more used because they are simple to 
execute and produce fast results (Magalhaes Dde et al., 2007). Chronic tests are 
executed for longer periods of time, and the chronic toxicity is determined by the 
lowest concentration that caused a statistically significant effect observed (LOEC) 
in the organisms and also by the highest concentration that has no statistically 
significant effect observed in the organisms (NOEC) (Wright and Welbourn, 2002). 
Chronic tests are designed to detect mostly sub-lethal effects on growth and 
reproduction (Wright and Welbourn, 2002). However these types of studies are 
expensive and not practical, because they require a lot of work and time. 
The toxicological tests can also be executed on the field, in this case they 
are called ecotoxicological tests and they allow a better comprehension of the 
effects of the chemical substances on the organisms because they are performed 
under natural exposure conditions (Chapman, 2002), however ecotoxicological 
test may also be developed in laboratory. Ecology studies the interactions 
between organisms and their environment. Ecotoxicology comprises the 
toxicology and ecology and is the study of the effects of toxic substances on live 
organisms, populations and communities inside defined ecosystems. The 
objective of ecotoxicology is to be capable of predicting the effects of toxic 
substances on natural communities under natural exposure conditions (Chapman, 
2002). 
I exposure to sub-lethal 
concentrations (low concentrations) instead of acute toxicity to contaminants 
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(Houtman, 2010)  the exposure of organisms and 
rapidly detect situations of contamination. Water monitoring is normally based on 
chemical analysis (direct identification of substances). These methods have some 
disadvantages including the discontinuity of sampling (e.g. 3 times per year) that 
may fail to identify intermittent discharges to the environment. In some cases the 
interval time between sampling and the results is also a disadvantage. The fact of 
not all chemical substances are included in the chemical analysis and because of 
that the detection is not always fast enough to prevent the occurrence of effects 
in organisms is another disadvantage (Gonzalez et al., 2009). The monitoring of 
water can also be achieved by physical-chemical parameters and biological 
methods that use for example physiologically, biochemical or behavior alterations 
of organisms and also changes in populations dynamics or in community 
structures to detect contamination (Gonzalez et al., 2009). The physical-chemical 
analysis can have lack of sensitivity but biomonitoring that uses the organisms to 
assess changes in the environment is typically sensitive to many chemical 
substances (Gonzalez et al., 2009). Biomonitoring is more relevant because it  
uses the mixture of chemical substances existing in the environment and can 
allow the organisms to integrate over time the potential toxic effects of different 
chemical substances throughout the life cycle also indicating the overall effects 
on aquatic ecosystems (Gerhardt, 1995). Bioindicators are organisms used to 
monitor environment and ecosystems (Gonzalez et al., 2009). 
Behavior is becoming increasingly important for ecotoxicology being used 
in several studies including in biomonitoring in order to early detect water 
contamination (Magalhaes Dde et al., 2007). Behaviors reactions are vastly 
integrative responses, because behavior is related with biochemical and 
physiological processes (Brewer et al., 2001). Sub-lethal exposures to toxicants 
can trigger behavioral responses that allow quantitative measures of mechanisms 
modifications, which may have the potential to provide knowledge about 
individual and population effects of environmental contamination (Brewer et al., 
2001). 
The increasing integration of behavior analysis in toxicological and 
ecotoxicological protocols could help to better understand the impact and effects 
of chemical exposure in organisms. With the constant development of technology 
and statistical analysis, behavior could be valuable also for biomonitoring the 
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environment to avoid situations of pollution by detecting toxic substances, 
increasing the accuracy of risk assessment. 
 
1.1. Behavior analysis 
 
Behavioral toxicology in recent years has received an increased attention 
essentially because of the automation of the techniques to obtain and treat data 
(Bae and Park, 2014). Behavior is a selective response to internal and external 
stimulus (Gerhardt, 2007). It is an extremely structured order of actions and 
reactions designed to allow the best conditions possible in relation to fitness of 
the organism in the environment (Tierney, 2011).  
Because higher concentrations are easier to test and analyze, a large 
number of toxicological assays use them to achieve results quicker (Magalhaes 
Dde et al., 2007). In most cases environmental contamination for the majority of 
contaminants only occur in natural aquatic systems at low concentrations that 
despite not be sufficient to cause mortality may lead to ecological functions 
losses (Houtman, 2010). These situations happen through behavioral alterations 
that may affect for example, predation and olfactory capacity  (Scott et al., 2003). 
Behavioral changes induced in organisms by exposure to toxicants are usually 
subtle and may be detected at lower concentrations than those that cause 
permanent or irreparable damage with more serious consequences for the 
organisms, and therefore may be detected before the permanent effects (Scott 
and Sloman, 2004). 
The majority of toxicological studies that use sub-lethal concentrations 
usually evaluate only the effects on chronic developmental or reproductive 
endpoints (Scott and Sloman, 2004) because they are typically easier to relate 
with the health of the organisms, although these may be more expensive and 
time consuming (Melvin and Wilson, 2013). However substantial technological 
improvements in computers, image analysis and video automation have made it 
easier and affordable to obtain interpret and apply behavioral endpoints for 
quantifying behavior in toxicity evaluation (Bae and Park, 2014).  
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Nowadays, one of the most used tools to motorize the activity of 
organisms is video-tracking. Through the use of video cameras to perform the 
recordings, the signal from the camera can be converted into a numerical video 
file and sent to a computer. Then it can be processed in real time by the software 
or it can be stored and examined later to avoid errors such as shadows (Delcourt 
et al., 2013). 
With video-tracking, not only locomotor activity (behavior responses to 
toxicants) common to several animal taxa can be analyze, but also more complex 
behaviors (e.g. social interactions, predation, feeding and mating), which might 
allow a greater understanding of the ecological impacts of environmental 
contamination (Scott and Sloman, 2004). Alterations in locomotor activity may 
affect the performance of different behavioral tasks such as the ability to prey 
(with consequences to growth and longevity), or foraging from predators (Little et 
al., 1990). 
Software like LocoScan and EthoVision have been used in numerous studies 
(Blaser and Gerlai, 2006; Gerlai et al., 2006; Egan et al., 2009) to analyze different 
effects, on behavior of innumerous substances (e.g. pesticides, personal care 
products, pharmaceuticals, drugs, ethanol). These systems allow analyzing overall 
activity through endpoints like distance travelled, acceleration and angular 
velocity (Brewer et al., 2001; Magalhaes Dde et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011b), but 
also other types of behaviors for example social interactions, feeding, or 
predators avoidance of many different fish species.  
A meta-analysis of the literature done by Melvin and Scott (2013) 
comparing studies that assess behavioral responses with acute lethality, 
developmental and reproductive procedures revealed that behavioral studies are 
in general more sensible and less time consuming. In fact concentrations ranging 
from 0.1 to 5.0 percent of the LC
50
, were the lowest behaviorally effective 
toxicant concentrations that caused changes in fish swimming behavior (Little 
and Finger, 1990). In studies with multiple observations, changes in behavior 
occurred commonly 75% earlier than the onset of mortality (Little and Finger, 
1990). 
Behavioral toxicology as the advantage to be non-invasive, so the 
implementation of this type of analyses can be a powerful addiction in 
toxicological investigation in order to obtain more accurate consequences of 
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exposure, especially to environmental low-level exposures (Little and Finger, 
1990). 
With the purpose of monitoring water quality and protect aquatic 
ecosystems, biological early warning systems (BEWSs) have been developed to 
offer a rapid warning of contamination incidences (Gonzalez et al., 2009). These 
systems are capable of detecting different responses of organisms to 
disturbance, because organisms can detect a wide range of pollutants.  
The Fish Toximeter, the ToxProtect, and the Aqua-Tox-Control are 
commercially available systems that use behavioral parameters. Some 
commercially available systems (Multispecies Freshwater Biomonitor, Biological 
Early Warning System, bbe Fish and Daphnia Toximeter), use more than one 
specie because different species have different sensitivity and reaction time to the 
same contaminants (Bae and Park, 2014). 
Some matters still need to be resolved such as the problems related with 
data treatment (large quantity of data), advanced processing, the selection of 
appropriate bioindicators for each environment and the intrinsic variation of 
behaviors between organisms of the same specie (Bae and Park, 2014). However 
the development of BEWSs capable of detecting various types of pollutants with 
great sensitivity, with fast and reliable detection of adverse situations (faster than 
chemical detection) and with minimal cost of maintenance that are easy to use, 
could be a future worldwide solution, especially when integrating BEWSs with 
chemical monitoring. Chemical detection may be necessary to identify the 
toxicant because even though BEWS can detect a reaction to one substance in a 
toxicity test, in a natural environment where a mixture of toxicants is present 
most of the time, to identify the toxicants (although 
identification is not the purpose of the BEWS). For example after an alarm of the 
BEWs, the substance that caused the biological effect can be identified by water 
chemical analysis (Gonzalez et al., 2009). In fact in Europe, specifically in Rivers 
Elbe, Meuse, Rhine there are BEWSs working in programs of biomonitoring 
(Gonzalez et al., 2009). In the river Rhine, the results of BEWSs, are always 
complemented and confirmed with physicochemical water analysis (Diehl et al., 
2006). 
The majority of organisms are sensitive to more toxic substances than 
some conventional analytical methods that are part of aquatic monitoring 
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(Gonzalez et al., 2009). Several organisms have been used in BEWSs including 
bacteria, algae, invertebrates and fish (Gonzalez et al., 2009). Fish have an 
important role in the trophic chain and significant commercial value, being 
therefore important to protect these organisms from contamination (Viarengo et 
al., 2007). In this sense fish have been used for the monitoring of drinking water, 
wastewater effluents, surface water and aquaculture (Bae and Park, 2014).   
 
1.2. Zebrafish 
 
Different types of fish species are used in behavioral testing to toxicant 
exposures or other types of stimulus. Fish have some specific advantages, such 
as direct contact with the aquatic environment (body surface), ecological 
important behaviors that are easily observed and quantified in controlled 
environment, the well documented life cycle that some species have (Scott and 
Sloman, 2004) and because the early stages of its life cycle are extremely 
sensitive to contaminants. One of the species most used is the zebrafish (Danio 
rerio).  
The zebrafish is a small (up to 4.5 cm), tropical freshwater teleost fish 
belonging to the family Cyprinidae of the order Cypriniformes that it is native of 
the Himalayan region (South Asia) (Befyaeva et al., 2010). A great number of 
Zebrafish can be easily maintained in the laboratory with a relatively low cost, a 
female can produce up to 200 transparent eggs every other day (Blaser and 
Gerlai, 2006; Gerlai et al., 2006), it has a rapid reproductive cycle (Befyaeva et al., 
2010), its genome has been completely sequenced and several genes of high 
mammalian homology also have been discovered (Tierney, 2011). Zebrafish has 
been identified as an excellent model for pharmacology, toxicology and 
pharmacogenomics studies (Gerlai et al., 2006). Exposure to novelty evokes 
robust anxiety responses in zebrafish, as with rodents (Blaser and Gerlai, 2006). 
In the last few years, zebrafish have been used in several paradigms adapted 
from rodents with video-tracking systems such as the Novel tank test (exposure 
to a novel arena where vertical behavior is analyzed), open field test (exposure to 
a novel arena where horizontal behavior is analyzed), the light-dark box as a 
measurement of scototaxis (dark/light preference), shoaling (measures the 
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effects of anxiety on social behavior) after pre-treatment with for example 
anxiolytic substances (ethanol and fluoxetine), or potential anxiogenic substances 
(caffeine) (Egan et al., 2009; Maximino et al., 2011). The effect of predators in 
behavior has also been studied (Gerlai et al., 2000; Gerlai et al., 2009). Zebrafish 
behavioral analysis through toxicant induced modifications can be an important 
process to study the function of the brain (Blaser and Gerlai, 2006). 
Consequently pecies in 
toxicological studies including studies that help to uncover the mechanisms of 
action of certain substances, and their effects on the behavior, but also in 
biomonitoring studies as an early warning signal. Several statistical analyses can 
be used in the behavior evaluation, to enable a better understanding of the 
behavior and to increase the detection sensitivity. 
 
1.3. Characterization of ANNs 
 
In the last few years several computational analyses were developed to 
handle data of behavior tracking. Some techniques include ANNs (Artificial Neural 
Networks) such as Multi-layer Perceptron (Kwak et al. 2002) and Self-organizing 
map (SOM) (Park et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2011b).  
The ANNs have been applied in several areas, because they have numerous 
characteristics that make them interesting and attractive for prediction (Teles et 
al., 2006). In contrast to traditional model-based methods the ANNs are 
nonparametric data-driven self-adaptive methods and because of that 
incorporate few apriori assumptions (Zhang et al., 1998). They are able to learn 
from samples and respond to subtle undetected functional relations between the 
data (Zhang et al., 1998). ANNs can also generalize and 
can frequently predict an occurrence even with noisy information (Zhang et al., 
1998). They are capable of approximate nonlinear multivariate functions to any 
desired accuracy (Zhang et al., 1998). These characteristics make them ideal to 
decipher problems that are too complex for conventional statistical methods 
(Zhang et al., 1998). 
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In several studies, ANNs are used to identify (Kwak et al., 2002) or classify 
(Park et al., 2005) standard movements previous established by the authors or to 
set themselves these movements patterns based on variables that describe the 
fish movement (Liu et al., 2011b). However, the potential of the ANNs has not 
been fully explored. Only in one previous work (for publication), the ANNs 
together with the correspondence analysis (SOM-CA) were directly and 
successfully applied in the detection of toxic substances in the water through the 
zebrafish behavior. So the ANNs have the potential to evaluate the different 
behavioral responses that may occur when organisms are exposed to toxicants 
along time. 
 
1.4. Tolerance 
 
The development of tolerance is a response that may occur when 
organisms are exposed continuously to toxicants, and this response may affect 
the detection capability of video-tracking systems. 
presence of different types of contaminants in the environment, especially in 
aquatic ecosystems (Wirgin and Waldman, 2004). Normally they exist at low 
concentrations with the exception of punctual discharges that introduce or 
greatly increase the concentration of some pollutants. These compounds may 
cause lethal or sub-lethal effects that can impair behavior, morphological or 
biochemical processes depending on the mode of action of the contaminant. 
However organisms have the capacity in some cases to tolerate toxicants in 
contaminated situations and for example fish populations frequently survive and 
prosper in highly polluted sites (Wirgin and Waldman, 2004).  
This tolerance may be due to adaptation, this is genetically based 
resistance. Normally, occurs in relatively long time scales (several generations) at 
the population level, and represents the plasticity of the genotype (Meyer and Di 
Giulio, 2003). In a population, where normally exists variability, and in the 
constant presence of contaminants, the individuals more resistant are selected, 
resulting in more resistant generations (Ownby et al., 2002). If this selective 
sappear, although 
not instantly (Wirgin and Waldman, 2004). Adaptation may cause reduction of 
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fitness, for example greater sensitivity to other chemical substances and abiotic 
factors (e.g. salinity), but it can also increase tolerance to other substances 
(Wirgin and Waldman, 2004). Embryos and larvae Killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) 
of adults collected from New Bedford Harbor (USA) that is contaminated with 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were more resistant than embryos and larvae of 
fish from reference sites after the exposure to PCBs, being the concentrations 
necessary to produce sub-lethal and lethal effects of two orders of magnitude 
higher than the ones producing effects in reference site embryos (Nacci et al., 
1999).  Ownby et al (2002) also proved that wild populations of Fundulus 
heteroclitus (collected form the Elizabeth River), had inherited tolerance to 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH). Alteration of the biological functions can 
also occur at the individual level, when an organism pre-exposed to a particular 
contaminant become less sensible to his effects when another exposer occurs 
(acclimation) (Klerks, 1999). This process does not include alterations in the 
pear in 
remediated environments (Wirgin and Waldman, 2004).  
The tolerance to the toxicants probably arises from, the induction of 
mechanism, such as metallothioneins (proteins), that have the capacity to bind to 
heavy metals, and act as defense mechanism to protect the organisms (Perez-Coll 
et al., 1999). Other mechanisms include reduced uptake, storage of toxicant in 
isolated structures, biotransformation of the toxicant into inactive metabolite, or 
elimination from the cell by excretion or secretion (Wright and Welbourn, 2002). 
These mechanisms probably require more energy which prevents energy storage, 
and may cause consequences on the organism (Holmstrup et al., 2011). 
 
1.5. Toxicants 
 
To test the detection capability of the video-tracking system over the days, 
three toxicants belonging to different chemical groups were selected. The 
toxicants selected were sodium hypochlorite, ethanol and bisphenol A. 
 
1.5.1. Sodium hypochlorite (SH) 
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SH is one of the substance most used in the world, and has been used 
since the 17th century (Nimkerdphol and Nakagawa, 2008). Is main uses include 
water disinfection of drinking water, swimming pools and wastewater, but is also 
used in industrial activities, power plants, pharmaceuticals, hospitals, being used 
extensively in household (Nimkerdphol and Nakagawa, 2008). SH is a strong 
oxidizing agent and because of that is highly effective in killing most bacteria 
fungi and viruses (Emmanuel et al., 2004). This substance is corrosive and 
considered dangerous for humans at concentrations superior to 10%, because it 
can cause respiratory disorders, skin irritations, abdominal pain, burning 
sensation, cough, sore throat, vomiting and diarrhea (Nimkerdphol and 
Nakagawa, 2008).   
SH can reach out environment accidentally and intentionally.  SH solutions 
are very unstable and are rapidly degraded by temperature and light (Elia et al., 
2006). López-Galindo et al., (2010a) showed that in natural seawater a 
concentration of 0.3 mg/L, decreased 50% after 1h and 90% after 8h. 
Concentration between 0.1 - 0.2 mg/L of SH were detected in discharge water of 
water plants in France (Manduzio et al., 2004). SH reacts with water originating 
hypochlorous acid, which in turn originates hypochloride ions (figure 1) 
(Emmanuel et al., 2004).  
                                                           
Figure 1: (1) Formation of hypochlorous acid through SH. NaOCl = Sodium hypochlorite. 
HClO =Hypochlorous acid.  (2) Formation of hypochlorite ion. CLO- = Hypochloride ions. 
These substances also have disinfectant properties, being hypochlorous 
acid more powerful than hypochloride ions. They can react with organic 
compounds through addition, substitution and oxidation, originating for example 
halogenated products (Emmanuel et al., 2004). Reactions with organic 
compounds, can also create chlorination products such as free halogens 
trihalomethanes and haloamines (Jenner et al., 1997), that are more powerful 
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oxidants and have biocide action by for example disturbing enzymes activities 
(López-Galindo et al., 2010b).  
Chlorine is dangerous to aquatic organisms and in concentrations most of 
the times lower than 1 mg/L (Emmanuel et al., 2004). A limit was calculated for 
total residual chlorine in water discharge of 631 ug/L (maximum daily limit), and 
456 ug/L (average monthly limit) by the USEPA (2012). For fish species the 
capacity to induce physiological responses and gill damages (hypertrophy, 
lamellar fusion) that can lead to hypoxia and death has been proved (López-
Galindo et al., 2010b). Several studies revealed that the exposure to SH can 
trigger the detoxification mechanisms of organisms. Juveniles Solea senegalensis 
(flatfish) exposed to SH 0.1 mg/L for 7 days showed an increase in the first day of 
catalase (enzyme that protect the cell from oxidative damage by reactive oxygen 
species (ROS)), lipid peroxidation (oxidative degradation of lipids), and GST in 
liver, demonstrating an enzymatic defense response however after 7 days these 
antioxidant defenses decreased, according to the authors probably because of an 
increase in ROS production or due to enzyme inactivation from SH (López-
Galindo et al., 2010b). ROS are molecules capable of causing oxidative stress, 
such as damage of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), lipid peroxidation and 
oxidations of proteins including enzymes. In gills occurred an increase in GST and 
an inhibition of AChE (enzyme that hydrolyzes the neurotransmitter acetylcholine) 
activities over time. Lipid peroxidation after 7 days several 
gills pathologies such as hypertrophy and lamellar fusion were detected (López-
Galindo et al., 2010b). Specimens of carp Cyprinus carpio exposed to SH (0.7 
mg/L) for 10 and 20 days also showed a response in hepatic antioxidant enzymes 
such as GST (increase), catalase (depletion) or total glutathione (increase) (Elia et 
al., 2006). Cyprinus carpio exposed for 20 days to SH (1.24 ± 0.19 mg/L) 
presented only after 10 days a 15-fold increase in the activity of CYP2B1-linked 
penthoxyresorufin O-dealkylation (Canistro et al., 2012). SH can also be 
dangerous to several aquatic organisms, vertebrates and invertebrates. Mussels 
of the specie Mytilus galloprovincialis exposed to SH (0.1, 0.2, 0.5 mg/L) for 14 
days also presented affected levels of GST, catalase and AChE in gills. Gills 
exhibited a pattern typical of acute toxicity after being in direct contact with 
chemical substances (e.g. ciliar alterations) (López-Galindo et al., 2010c). 
Magalhaes et al. (2007) used a video-tracking system, to detect and 
evaluate the effects in zebrafish behavior (exposed during 5h) of different 
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concentrations of SH, 4.8 mg/L (10% of the 24h LC
50
), 9.6 mg/L (20%), 14.4 mg/L 
(30%) and 19.2 mg/L (40%). The analysis was done by regression analysis of 
distance traveled, and two main responses were detected, an increased swimming 
activity between 1% and 10% called escape response to avoid the water 
contaminated, and a gradual decrease in swimming activity from the 20% to 40%, 
with avoidance response (hypoactivity) at higher concentrations. Hypoactivity is a 
behavior response that appears in some situations to increase the ventilation and 
to eliminate the toxicants form the gills (Gerhardt, 2007). Nimkerdphol and 
Nakagawa (2008) used a 3D video-tracking system to analyze the swimming 
velocity of zebrafish exposed (for 1h) to a maximum concentrations of 0.005% 
v/v, and discover that the swimming velocity tended to increase with the increase 
of the concentration.  
 
1.5.2. Bisphenol A (BPA) 
 
The synthesis of BPA by the condensation of phenol with acetone was first 
reported by Thomas Zincke in 1905 (Blankenship and Coady, 2005). BPA is an 
organic compound that has two phenol rings linked by a methyl bridge, with two 
methyl functional groups and i
polycarbonate plastics, flame retardants and epoxy resins for coatings 
(Blankenship and Coady, 2005). Polycarbonates are used on food containers, such 
as water bottles and baby bottles, and epoxy resins are used inside of food cans 
and dental materials (Blankenship and Coady, 2005). BPA can also be found in 
electronic and automobiles equipment (Blankenship and Coady, 2005). 
BPA is an endocrine disruptor (chemical substance that alters the function 
of the endocrine system and cause adverse effects), because it mimics the natural 
-estradiol (estrogen). BPA has the capacity to bind to estrogen 
estradiol) (Kuiper et al., 1998) ppress 
transcriptional activity by binding to thyroid hormone receptors, blocking the 
connection of thyroid hormone (although high concentrations are necessary) 
(Moriyama et al., 2002). There are some evidences that indicate that BPA has 
others mechanism of action for example, it can act has an androgen receptor 
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antagonist (BPA, blocks the receptors, preventing the connection of androgens 
hormones like dihydroxytestosterone) (Lee et al., 2003).   
BPA is associated with reproductive effects and development problems, 
and because of these possible affects the Directive 2011/8/EU of the European 
Union ban BPA from the plastic baby bottles. However BPA, is still one of the 
substances most produced in the world, and is present in the environment 
because of direct releases from manufacturing and handling or leaching from 
products and from treatment plants (Cousins et al., 2002). 
BPA is rapidly degraded by aerobic biodegradation (Ying and Kookana, 
2005). In water the half-live is about 2.5 to 4 days, and in soil the half-lives is 7 
days (aerobic condition) but it can travel in a river several hundreds of kilometers 
(Dorn et al., 1987; Cousins et al., 2002; Ying and Kookana, 2005).  Although 
some variation between studies exists, because of different conditions, for 
example in anaerobic circumstances BPA can resist in soils (Ying and Kookana, 
2005). Normally, the concentrations of BPA detected in the environment are 
relatively low (<1µg/L), however in surface waters in Netherlands (rivers, 
lagoons), were detected concentrations up to 21 µg/L (Belfroid et al., 2002), in 
pre-treated waters in Japan leaching from landfills a maximum concentration of 
17.200 µg/L was also detected (although the concentration of BPA in effluent was 
much lower because of treatment) (Yamamoto et al., 2001) and on sewage sludge 
a maximum concentration in Germany of 1363 µg/kg dry wet was detected 
(Fromme et al., 2002). 
BPA is capable of affect growth and development of numerous different 
types of organisms including invertebrates, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and 
even mammals (Flint et al., 2012). The effects on reproduction of fish such as the 
zebrafish (Danio rerio), Carp (Cyprinus carpio), and rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) can occur at high concentrations. Vitellogenin induction and decreased 
estrogen to androgen ratios in blood are some of the effects reported at high 
concentrations (Lindholst et al., 2003; Mandich et al., 2007). However male 
brown trout (Salmo trutta f. fario) exposed to environmental relevant 
concentrations of BPA (1.75
months), exhibited reduced sperm density, motility rate, and swimming velocity 
 
the middle of the spawning period. did not ovulate, 
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and 3 weeks later than controls (Lahnsteiner et al., 2005). Carp (Cyprinus carpio) 
(existence of eosinophilic granulocytes and amorphous extra-cellular in the 
interlobular space, or decrease of spermatogenic cyst and lobule diameter), and 
death). Exposed organisms (Cyprinus carpio) 
-estradiol/11-ketotestosterone), 
with a significantly decrease in testosterone concentrations and a significant 
induction of plasma vitellogenin (Mandich et al., 2007). 
In natural environment, is difficult to prove that the effects detected in fish 
are due to BPA, because other estrogenic compounds are also normally present. 
BPA is normally considered to have a low potential for bioaccumulation 
(accumulation of substances in an organism), because the bioconcentration 
factors (ratio of the substance concentration in an organism to the concentration 
in water) calculated are quite small, for example three different wild fish species 
in a lake on China presented bioconcentration factors for BPA ranging between 29 
to 49 (Liu et al., 2011a). However in Netherlands in several locations, although 
(Abramis brama) and flounder (Platichthys flesus
g/kg in muscle (Belfroid et al., 2002). Interestingly, BPA was 
also detected in flounder liver and muscle (1
 In fish, there are two phase II 
conjunction reactions responsible for the metabolism of BPA, sulphation and 
mainly glucuronidation. BPA sulfate and BPA glucuronide (metabolites) were 
identified from zebrafish exposed to 100 µg/L (Lindholst et al., 2003). The 
metabolism of BPA was faster in zebrafish liver than in rainbow trout liver, which 
indicates that it can vary (Lindholst et al., 2003). 
Effects of BPA in social-sexual behaviors have been described in rats. Male 
rats whose mothers were administered with 40 µg/kg/day, demonstrated 
decreased male mating behavior, and females demonstrated increased sexual 
motivation and receptive behavior (Farabollini et al., 2002). BPA early life 
exposures, seems to also cause anxiogenic effects in mice, because juvenile and 
adult male mice whose mothers were administered with 250 ng/kg/day from 
gestational day 10 to postnatal day 20 spent less time in the center area of the 
open field (anxiety behavior) than the controls (Matsuda et al., 2012). Zebrafish, 
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larvae exposed to 23 µg/l for 48h presented larval hyperactivity (increased 
movement duration) and also adult learning deficits (delays) (Saili et al., 2012). 
Zebrafish exposed during embryonic development (228 3424 µg/L), presented 
decreased swimming velocity in response to light stimulation, however at this 
concentrations, axial muscle damage (probably due to the increased ROS 
formation and oxidative DNA damage) was also identified which may explain the 
deficits in swimming performance (Wang et al., 2013).  
Although the environment values of BPA, are generally consider 
insufficient, to cause effects to wildlife, the truth is that BPA has become 
ubiquitous, because of his constant release. Even in small concentrations, 
exposure to BPA, has proven to cause several effects specially in development 
and reproduction, and even though environmental BPA limits do not exist, the 
risk that BPA and other estrogenic disruptors possesses to aquatic pollutions, 
specially to organism earlier stages, is too high, and therefore a fast detection of 
BPA and other endocrine disruptors may be essential to conserve wildlife. 
 
1.5.3. Ethanol 
 
Ethanol is a liquid substance that is volatile. It can be obtained by the 
fermentation of sugars (example corn or sugarcane), normally used in alcoholic 
beverages but also in fuel. It can also be obtained by ethylene hydration to be 
used has solvent, or in the production of plastics, polishes, plasticizers, and 
cosmetics, and it is also used as anti-infective (Strohm and Sweet, 2005). Ethanol 
fuel, when used as an additive (gasoline oxygenate) to gasoline, it contains 
denaturants (hydrocasrbons), which turns this additive unsuitable for human 
consumption (Freitas and Barker, 2013). In the environment, it has a half-life of 
less than 10 days in water, and of 5 days in air because it is extremely volatile 
and it also has a low bioaccumulation potential (Strohm and Sweet, 2005). 
Ethanol is rapidly absorbed in the stomach and especially in the small 
intestine, reaching the blood very quickly, because it is water and lipid-soluble 
(Strohm and Sweet, 2005). 
enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). Initially the ADH transforms ethanol in 
acetaldehyde. After this process, the enzyme aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) 
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metabolizes the acetaldehyde in to acetate (Swift, 2003). In the liver it can also be 
metabolized by the CYP2E1 and by the enzyme catalase located in the 
peroxisomes of hepatocytes (Swift, 2003). Acute effects in humans are muscular 
incoordination, visual impairment, decreased reaction time, behavior changes and 
severe intoxication can lead to vomiting, nausea and hypothermia and even 
eventually coma, hypertension, and death (Strohm and Sweet, 2005). Chronic 
consumption can lead to several types of liver damage (cirrhosis and alcoholic 
hepatitis), cancer, cardiac problems and during pregnancy can lead to congenital 
malformations (fetal alcohol syndrome) such as mental deficiency (Strohm and 
Sweet, 2005).  
Ethanol is a substance that acts in the brain. Short-term alcohol exposure, 
normally enhance the action of GABA (Gamma-AminoButyric Acid) and glycine, 
(inhibitory neurotransmitters) by increasing the function (inhibitory effects) of 
their receptors GABA
A 
(GABA receptor) and GlyR (glycine receptor) (Mihic et al., 
1997). This explains why alcohol in some circumstances decreases anxiety.  On 
the other hand ethanol inhibit the action of glutamate (excitatory 
neurotransmitter) by inhibiting is receptors, NMDA (N-Methyl-D-aspartate), and 
-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid), and KARs 
(kainate receptors) although ethanol is considered a weak agonist of NMDA even 
at high concentrations (Dildy-Mayfield and Harris, 1995; Wright et al., 1996). 
Ethanol also affects the 5-HT
3 
(5-hydroxytryptamine
3
) receptor, where the 
neurotransmitter serotonin (modulator of physiological functions, including 
perception, aggressiveness, anxiety, sexual behavior) binds, and the nicotinic 
acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs), where the neurotransmitter acetylcholine binds 
(Cardoso et al., 1999; Davies et al., 2006). Chronic exposure to ethanol has the 
contrary effect, which is decreased inhibitory neurotransmission and increased 
excitatory neurotransmission, in an attempt to reach equilibrium (Faingold et al., 
1998). This process, may explain the development of tolerance, for example 
animals previously exposed to ethanol appear resistant to its effect when 
compared with controls. Studies with zebrafish reported that ethanol can increase 
the activity for example of AChE (Rico et al., 2007), and chronic exposure can 
lead to different significant gene expression levels in brain, suggesting an 
adaptive response (Pan et al., 2011). 
Although ethanol is not a threat from an environmental perspective, many 
studies have shown that ethanol can affect many aspects of zebrafish behavior. 
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Gerlai et al. (2000) exposed zebrafish for 1h in an acute treatment to 0.25% v/v, 
or 0.5% v/v (considered intermediate doses), and the fish presented increases in 
general activity and aggression, and diminished fear (distance to the image) in 
relation to an predator image  and shoaling. This type of behavior is linked to the 
anxiolytic properties of ethanol.  At higher concentration (1% v/v), decreased the 
activity, however the authors argued that this response, is probably due to 
sedative effects of ethanol. Egan et al. (2009) demonstrated that zebrafish 
exposed to ethanol (3% v/v) acute treatment (5 minutes), presented decreased 
erratic movements and increased exploration, and ethanol (3% v/v) chronic 
treatment (7 days), caused increased exploration, average velocity and total 
distance travelled, all considerate anxiolytic effects. Larvae zebrafish (6 days post 
fertilization) exposed to ethanol demonstrated hyperactivity at lower 
concentrations (0.5 2% v/v) and hypoactivity at higher concentration (4% v/v) (de 
Esch et al., 2012). Gerlai et al. (2006) also showed that zebrafish exposed 
chronically, for two week to ethanol (0.25% v/v) had developed a significant 
tolerance to this substance. Fish exposed to the highest (1.00% v/v) acute ethanol 
concentration (for 1h) that were exposed earlier to the chronic ethanol treatment, 
presented decreased distance from the predator, an anxiolytic effect that was not 
attenuated by the chronic exposure. All zebrafish exposed only to acute ethanol 
concentrations (0.25% v/v, 0.5% v/v, 1% v/v) presented an almost linear 
concentration response, and the higher ethanol concentration increased the total 
path length swum by the fish. One of the explanations for this particular result is 
that maybe the strain (long-fin wild type) was more resistant (than the one used 
in 2000), and thus a higher concentration was necessary to cause hypoactivity 
(Gerlai et al. 2006). Some behavior variation has been reported between zebrafish 
species exposed to similar ethanol concentrations, as the previously mentioned 
(Dlugos and Rabin, 2003). Gender differences were also detected in chronic 
ethanol (0.5% v/v) exposed wild-type zebrafish (10 weeks), because females had 
present this response (Dlugos et al., 2011). Tran and Gerlai (2013) also 
demonstrated in a 1h time-course experience (behavior monitoring during all 
period), that zebrafish exposed acutely to ethanol (1.00% v/v) exhibit an inverted 
U shaped trajectory in distance travelled. These authors argued that initially, the 
temporal trajectory increased due to an elevation of ethanol levels in the brain 
resulting in stimulation, and then the levels reached the maximal blood/brain 
ethanol levels which lead to a depression in the trajectory of the distance 
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travelled. However zebrafish in the same situation that had been previously 
exposed to chronic concentration (0.5% v/v) demonstrated a blunted response, 
suggesting tolerance.  
 
1.6. Toxicant Selection 
 
BPA and SH are capable of causing behavioral changes in zebrafish, 
(Magalhaes Dde et al., 2007; Nimkerdphol and Nakagawa, 2008; Saili et al., 2012; 
Wang et al., 2013) and in this sense are good objects of study. Furthermore, 
because they are widely used, they are constantly released in the environment, 
and from this point of view are ecologically relevant. They also have other 
advantages, including all the three toxicants have known values of 96h LC
50
 for 
zebrafish and  a high solubility in water, even BPA (moderately soluble) that has 
the lowest solubility in water 300 mg/L (Shareef et al., 2006). Ethanol has a lower 
toxicity than the others two toxicants, but it causes different effects on behavior.  
Several studies such as Dlugos and Rabin, (2003), Gerlai et al., (2006), Gerlai et 
al., (2009), Dlugos et al., (2011), Tran and Gerlai, (2013), Tran et al., (2014), use 
ethanol in chronic exposures with zebrafish, and proved the development of 
behavior tolerance, which makes this toxicant ideal to serve as positive control , 
to verify if all the experimental procedure and the subsequent statistical analysis 
are suited to detect this type of behavior, that eventuality may occur. 
 
 
2. Objectives 
 
After the development in previous works (for publication) of a video-
tracking system with zebrafish, which proved to be very accurate and sensitive, 
the main objective of this work was to determine whether the detection capability 
of this system does not deteriorate after successive exposures of the zebrafish to 
the toxicants ethanol, SH and BPA.  
 
Other aims included: 
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Use the zebrafish behavior changes induced by environmental disturbances 
(toxicants), as a way of detecting them, through the time series of the Kohonen 
ANNs. 
 Use the ability of the Kohonen ANNs, the correspondence analysis and the 
saturated orthogonal multiple linear regression analysis as a method of diagnosis 
of environmental conditions to which the test organisms were exposed. 
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3. Material and Methods 
 
3.1. Organization of Experimental Material 
 
Initially, a Tetra aquarium was assembled with a capacity of 50 liters 
(64x34x29 cm; length x width x height), equipped with a Trixie aquarium heater 
(50 Watts; 30-60 L), and one Trixie water pump filter (7 Watts; 40-60 L), capable 
of chemical cleaning, through activated carbon for chlorine, and biological 
cleaning by sponge. Four Aqua Cyan 15 aquariums (34x17x24 cm; length x width 
x height), with a maximum capacity of fifteen liters equipped with aquarium 
heaters Aquapor 25 and water pumps filters Rena H20 Max 35 were also 
assembled. Each of these four aquariums was divided into three equal parts, 
through the use of fine a fin net, in order to isolate simultaneously and separately 
twelve fish (three per aquarium). 
 
3.2. Arenas 
 
To assemble three arenas sets (the tanks where the fish were filmed) with 
the dimensions of 35x20x15 cm (length x width x height), glass plates 2mm 
thick were glued together, and they were internally divided by glass plates in four 
equal divisions (each division represents a recording arena) in order to isolate one 
fish per arena. The bases of the arenas were also glass plates 2mm thick. The 
external glazing of the recording arenas was frosted glass that allowed greater 
contrast of footage, however to the internal glass plates (that divided the arenas) 
white plastic boards were glued to eliminate visual contact and completely isolate 
the fish from each other. 
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Figure 2: Scheme of the arenas. A-Control, B-SH, C-Ethanol, D- BPA. 1- Aqua Pro 
internal filter M200 water pump, 2- Trixie aquarium heater (25 W; 15-30 L), 3- Water 
bath. 
 
The horizontal plane was used because the activity and movement of 
zebrafish is higher in this plane that in the vertical plane (Vogl et al., 1999). The 
depth of water in the arenas was reduced to a minimum value (10 cm  1.5 L) to 
further reduce the vertical movement, but this reduction did not affect the overall 
level of fish activity.  
With this video-tracking program, the fish were kept individually in each 
organisms in the 
same arena, when they were close to each other, due to overlapping. This 
problem is also an obstacle to other screening programs, because it can lead to 
fish incorrect identifications (Delcourt et al., 2009). 
 
3.3. Recording Areas 
 
The arenas were placed in three recording areas (figure 2), each one with 
one water bath, (48x17x36 cm; length x width x height), that had a transparent 
base, an Trixie aquarium heater (25 Watts; 15-30 L), and a Aqua Pro internal filter 
M200 water pump (5 Watts; up to 45 L). The walls were covered by silver foil to 
reflect the light to the arenas, and about 10 liters of water which were always 
changed before each trial. Underneath the water bath were placed twelve LED 
cylindrical lamps of 60 Watts (four for each area) to uniformly illuminate the 
arenas. The basis of the arenas was made of glass and the base of the water 
baths was transparent, because in this case the light can pass through those 
surfaces and better highlight the fish silhouette which improves the footage 
quality. The LED lamps have been selected because unlike incandescent lamps, 
they do not heat significantly and therefore do not increase the temperature of 
the water bath and consequently of the arenas. 
Through the aquarium resistances previously mentioned and with the help 
of four Digital Internal/External Thermometers (Model RT 801 Version 12) with an 
accuracy of ±0.5ºC, the temperatures of the aquariums and of the arenas were 
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set and maintained to 28±0.5ºC, the ideal for the species in question. The culture 
medium used in the arenas consisted of tap water aged at least 48h, in a 50 litter 
aquarium, with no fish and water pumps with chemical and biological cleaning. 
 
 
Figure 3: Scheme of one recording area. 1- Polyurethane isolation, 2- Led lamps, 3- 
Water bath, 4- 540L IR camera, 5- Polystyrene, 6- Expanded cork. 
 
To minimize possible disturbance such as vibrations originating from the 
ground, but also sounds that could disturb the experience, specifically noises, the 
walls (sides and back) of the recording area were covered with expanded cork 
boards, and above the cameras, expanded cork boards and polystyrene were also 
placed in supports (these last ones facing inwards to reflect the light). On the 
surface of the table where the recordings took place, polyurethane isolation was 
also applied to minimize possible vibrations originating from the ground (figure 
3). When recordings occurred, expanded cork boards were put in the front, to 
isolate completely the entire system and the arenas. Furthermore, in the 
expanded cork boards were fixed white cardboard to reflect the light and thereby 
obtain an enhanced contrast of the fish in the arena, which facilitates image 
processing. 
Three 540L IR cameras (model CACO0008) flow electronics with super high 
color resolution were used in the recordings (one for each recording area). The 
data were stored in one Intel® Pentium® Dual CPU computer (2:00 E2180@2.00 
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GHz, 1.87 GB RAM) system with a Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition version 
2002 Service Pack 3, through the DSS1000 program version 4.7.0041 of 2004. 
 
3.4. Origin of Test organism 
 
In this study, about 40 wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) with about 3 
months of age and 2.5 to 3.0 cm length from the same batch (ORNI-EX, Lda, 
Arcozelo, Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal) were used. The fish were acclimated for 
two month prior to any test in one aquarium tetra of 50 liters, because of the risk 
of mortality due to a possible disease, habituation to the new environment or 
simply due to the intrinsic differences between fish even being from the same 
batch. However in this case mortality was not observed. The fish were fed once a 
day with TetraMin Bio Active Formula, 1h after the end of each trial, and kept in a 
12h of light/12h of dark photoperiod. The fish were used exclusively in these 
trials.  
 
3.5. Exposure concentrations 
 
The concentrations of the toxicants used must be ecological relevant (in 
the range of those found in natural environments), to obtain more realistic 
consequences of exposure, but at the same time the concentrations should be 
sub-lethal to zebrafish, because the objective is to see if the normal behavior 
could be impaired, without compromising the fish physical integrity.  
To fulfill these conditions, the toxicant concentrations used were 9% of the 
96h LC50 for the three toxicants. The selection of the toxicant concentrations 
was based in a previous experience, were the established concentration was 0.5 
mg/L of SH. This concentration was extremely low because it represented 1% of 
 (48 mg/L)) or approximately, 9% of the 96h LC  (5.5 mg/L) 
(Magalhaes Dde et al., 2007; Pitanga, 2011), and did not cause permanent 
damage or death to the zebrafish. In the case of BPA, the concentration (0.891 
mg/L) used is also  ecological relevant, because although in the environment 
normally much lower concentrations are detected, higher concentrations have 
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already been detected in sewage sludge, for example 1.363 mg/kg according to 
Fromme et al., (2012). Even taking into account that higher concentrations than 
100 µg/L are capable of causing endocrine effects (Lahnsteiner et al., 2005; 
Mandich et al., 2007), normally long exposures are required (days or weeks) to 
produce this effects, but in the present work the daily exposure time was much 
shorter (1h30m) and only for 9 days. 
The detection capability and reliability of the system was tested because 
these concentrations were very low, perhaps to an incipient sub-lethal level. 
 
Table 1:  
 
 
From a Panreac proanalysis SH solution with a purity of 7% (w/w) and a 
density of 1.15 kg/L, it was prepared the required concentration. For ethanol it 
was used ethanol absolute (Fisher Chemical), Analytical reagent grade with a 
purity of 99.5%. The density of ethanol was considered to be 0.790 kg/L = 790 
mg/ml at room temperature, (roughly 20 ºC). For BPA to achieve the 9% 
concentration required (0.891 mg/L), 30 mg of 2,2-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane 
for synthesis (BPA) were added to a 1L volumetric flask filled with water and 
mixed in an agitator for 24h before each trial at 25.0°C. The solubility of BPA is 
300±5 mg/L at 25.0±0.5°C (Shareef et al., 2006) and to allow a clear dissolution 
of BPA in the water, a factor 10 (ten times less) was use to prepare the stock 
solution (30 mg/L). The volumetric flask was wrapped in silver foil, to prevent 
photodegradation. 
 For all toxicants the dilution water was dechlorinated tap water filtered 
through activated carbon, (Staples et al., 2011). To the respective arenas was 
added 9.6 µL of SH, or 46 ml of the stock solution prepared for BPA, or 2.51 mL 
of ethanol. To maintain the same depth of water in all the arenas, so that a 
possible difference in this parameter would not influence the behavior of the fish, 
which ultimately could had led to analysis errors, dechlorinated water at 28ºC was 
added to the arenas with 50 ml beakers. To the control and SH arenas was added 
46 ml of dechlorinated water, and to the ethanol arenas was added 44.5 ml. All 
the toxicants were purchased from VWR International. 
Concentration used 
(9% of the 96h LC50) 
Sodium Hypochlorite 0.500 mg/L 5.5 mg/L (Pitanga, 2011), 
Bisphenol A 0.891 mg/L 9.9 mg/L  (Hartmann, 2012)
Ethanol 1278 mg/L 14200 mg/L (Martins et al., 2007)
Toxicants 96h LC50
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3.6. Experimental plan 
 
At the beginning of each trial, the fish were transferred individually to the 
arenas where the acclimation was of 10 minutes, due to the transfer and the 
possible stress given to the fish. Then there were 1h30m of exposure time 
without toxicant. The last hour of exposure was recorded (recording time) and 
designated by m  moment (first recording time) was the time 
before the addiction of the solutions, and this experimental plan was used in 
order for each fish to be used as control of himself. In the analysis it was only use 
the first half an hour of the recording time. After the first recording time, each 
arena was contaminated with the respective toxicant solution, and the controls 
with water (to maintain the same depth in every arena). Then the second 
exposure time was also of 1h30m. The last hour of exposure time was recorded 
(recording time), designated by moment . This moment (second recording 
time) was the time after the addiction of the solutions (figure 4). In the analysis, 
only the first half an hour of the recording times was used. Using the behaviors of 
the same organisms, with and without toxicant, the possible variability between 
individuals was reduced, which probably improve the  quality of the statistical 
analysis. 
 
 
In the end of the trials, the fish were kept individually in four Ciano Aqua 
15 aquariums that were divided in three equal spaces. Each aquarium had three 
fish that were exposed to the same experimental condition, in other words, one 
aquarium with three fish that were the controls, the other one with three fish 
exposed to BPA, the other with three fish exposed to ethanol, and the last one 
with three fish exposed to SH. Four nets were used to transfer the fish, one for 
each experimental condition. The water used in the arenas was discarded after 
each trial, and the arenas were only filled up in the next day before a new trial. 
Figure 4: Experimental plan of each trial and toxicant. 
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The first half an hour of the exposure time, given before the recording 
times coincided with the acclimatization to the arenas of the fish, this period also 
allowed the toxicant dispersion in the arena. The temperature variation during 
the assay was 28.3ºC±0.5ºC. The variation of the temperature was small and 
probably this factor did not influence the behavior of the fish. To eliminate 
potential lesions due to handling, and additional stress only in the last trial, the 
fish were weighted (0.6g±0.1g). 
Each arena shoot was unique, representing only one experimental unit, in a 
total of four in each recording area. Each trial had 3 replicates of the same 
condition (one replicate for recording area). The replicates were performed to 
allow statistical validation of the results. To improve the results and to decrease 
the possibility of mortality due to the daily exposures, the specimens that seemed 
visually bigger were selected (being larger were more visible, perhaps more 
resistant to the toxicant). The intention was also to select organisms with similar 
weight, to avoid the possible behavior influence of this factor. 
Recording times may vary between studies, however others works have 
used recording times similar to the time used in this work (Tran and Gerlai, 
2013), and also inferiors, such as 30 minutes (Nimkerdphol and Nakagawa, 
2008). In relation to exposure times, 60 minutes is a very used period, especially 
in studies with ethanol (Gerlai et al., 2000). An analysis of ethanol content of 
zebrafish brain revealed that ethanol has measurable levels in the brain after 20 
minutes, and reached a plateau level after 40 minutes (Dlugos and Rabin, 2003). 
All trials were conducted between 10h and 17h as described in other works 
(Gerlai et al., 2006).  
The trials were performed during 9 days. In the first, second, third, fifth 
and ninth day, the trials were made as described before, and in the fourth, sixth, 
seventh and eighth day, the fish were also exposed in the arenas to the respective 
toxicants for one hour and a half, but in this cases the only difference was that no 
recordings were performed. This experimental design was scheduled to obtain 
more informative results and cover more days instead of just, five consecutive 
days.  Daily exposures (once a day) were performed in this work because the 
system was designed to detect repeated contamination in time, not continuous 
contamination, and because they allow greater and better control over time of the 
toxicant concentrations than continuous exposures. In addition as the goal of the 
technique was to avoid prolonged exposure in the environment that could cause 
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irreversible effects to the populations, this design was considered more 
representative since it allowed to test and quickly detect the toxicants in water 
(ideally), without causing apparent damage to the fish. The concentrations used 
were very low and probably did not change significantly during the exposure time 
(1h30m).  
 
3.7. Video treatment 
 
The main objective of the video treatment was to transform the location of 
the fish in each recorded frame in coordinates that could be statistically analyzed. 
This stage was very important because the final product of each test consisted in 
six recording files, three of the moment Before of each recording area (Left, 
Center and Right) and three of the moment After, and therefore it was necessary 
to divide each file into four parts corresponding to the four arenas that were in 
the same file and whose experimental conditions were different. The format in 
which the files were stored (DSS) were not compatible with the statistical analysis 
program [(Statistica version 10 (StatSoft, 2011)] that had been used and thus they 
had to be converted. The first step was to convert the DSS files to AVI (video 
format) through the DsstoAVI program. Then through the VirtualDob program 
(version 1.9.11) the AVI files were converted to the format ImageSequence (series 
of images in Jpeg format at 25%), that corresponds to an image sequence (frames) 
in which it was possible to see the location of the four fish at each moment.  
In the ImageJ software (version 1.40g), the entire image sequence was 
imported in a 50% scale (to reduce the length of the file) and converted to an 8-
bit Grayscale (to be possible to use the MultiTracker tool). The Rolling Ball 
Background filter with light background selected was used to clean all the frames, 
eliminate potential shades and interferences and enhance the fish (figure 5). 
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In total, the next procedure was performed 240 times because 2 assays were 
conducted each one with five definitive experimental trials that had six image 
sequences that needed to be divided into four (number of arenas). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
With the polygon selections tool, the space corresponding to one arena 
was selected in the image sequence, then the rest of the image was eliminated 
with the command clear outside (figure 6). This process was made 4 times for 
Figure 5: Image sequence, (A) before applying the Rolling Ball Background filter, (B) after 
applying the Rolling Ball Background filter. 
Figure 6: Selection of one arena with the tool polygon selections. 
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each image sequence producing four different image sequences (one for each 
arena/fish).  It was necessary to individualize the image sequences of the fish 
because the MultiTracker tool cannot track the trajectory of several fish at the 
same time.  
 
From this point, and using the same program it was possible through the 
Threshold command to turn each fish in to a black spot while everything else in 
the pictures turned white (figure 7). Several thresholds were applied according to 
the fish size in order to improve the quality of detection and data collection. A 
minimum threshold size was used so that smaller objects (e.g. feces, shades) 
were not taken into account. In a treated frame, only the detected pixels of each 
targeted organism appear. Then by applying the MultiTracker tool the program 
was able to calculate the coordinates of the organism within the arena for each 
image. The final product for each fish, was a table in excel format with two 
columns of coordinates (X and Y) and another with the number of each frame to 
which the program exported the data about the location of the fish in each image 
sequence. 
The coordinates calculated by the program were relative to the geometric 
center of the s defining an organism. For each fish in each trial was 
created an excel document with the coordinates corresponding to the moments 
Before and After. These documents had also detailed information about the 
Figure 7: Application of the Threshold command in one fish before applying the 
MultiTracker tool. 
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repetition (assay 1 or 2), date, trial day (1, 2, 3, 5 or 9), the begging of each time 
(hour), Moment Before (-) or After (+), camera (Left, Center, Right), arena (A, B, C, 
D), fish (1 to 12), replica (a, b, c) toxicant (Control, SH, Ethanol, BPA) and the 
number of each frame. 
Using these coordinates were also determined in the program excel, nine 
movement descriptors of behavior of each zebrafish. These movement 
descriptors were selected, because they were the same that were used in a 
previous work done by the same research group. These movement descriptors 
were the following: linear velocity (mm/s), angular velocity (degrees/s), average 
value of X coordinates (mm), average value of the Y coordinate (mm), angle 
(degrees) that was the angle between the segments formed by the coordinates of 
the fish in three successive frames, linear acceleration (mm/s2), angular 
acceleration (degrees/s2), meander absolute (degrees/mm), that is the degree of 
curvature per unit displacement and the product of the standard deviation of X/Y 
coordinates (mm) that measures the distribution (dispersion) of the fish in space. 
The coordinates of the x and y axes had also been reversed and centered in order 
to have the same spatial correspondence, as if the arenas were all overlapped. 
 
3.8. Statistical Analysis 
 
3.8.1.  Cluster Analysis 
 
It was not possible to use the entire recording time (one hour) of each file 
for analysis due to limitations of the hardware and of the Statistica software 
himself, whose capability of data processing is approximately 150.000 lines 
(frames). It was determined that the most representative time interval that was 
less subject to external disturbances was the first half an hour of the recording 
time, and because of that this time interval was selected for analyze. 
In the statistical analysis only the first 6000 frames corresponding to the 
first half an hour of the recorded Moments were used. This means that the time 
analyzed was the second half an hour after the contamination of the arena. The 
movements descriptors used were not instantaneous values. To use the 
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maximum data possible, all the frames were used in successive averages of 64 
frames. For example frame 1 to 64, represents one average; frame 2 to 65 
represents another average, and so on. These resulting averages were numbered 
from 1 to 20 in successive series, but only the averages 1 and 11 were selected, 
meaning that all the frames of the half hour were used in the average values. Due 
to the limited capacity of data storage of the Statistica software it was necessary 
to perform the previous step. To avoid minor disturbances that might occur at 
the beginning of recording, the first 200 frames were eliminated (approximately 1 
minute). In the rare occasions where the fish jumped, the last 20 frames before 
the jump were also eliminated. 
The Statistica program was used to analyze the data about the behavior of 
the zebrafish. Initially the data were analyzed through a cluster analysis. This 
analysis was executed by an ANNs, more precisely the SOM model because they 
are relatively simple to fit, and were successfully used in previous studies. The 
objective of the cluster analysis was to define different behavior categories of the 
fish submitted to the different experimental conditions with the information 
about the movement descriptors, but without knowing anything about the 
experiment conditions, without any identification. The cluster analysis allowed to 
classify the behavior of each fish in each moment and assigned it a behavior 
category.  
The information in the Microsoft Excel files about all the fish in each day 
recorded including all the movement descriptors calculated, were placed in the 
program properly identified, in a total of 138283 frames. So the input variables 
were the movement descriptors of behavior. The ANNs requires three separate 
time series to perform the cluster analysis, which were defined as Training, 
Testing and Validation. In the series of Training the model adjusts the values and 
decreases the error, the Testing series helps the model to adapt to the results 
and the Validation series as the name implies validates the model.  
The random sampling method for the training series was of 40%, for the 
testing series was 30% and for the validation series was also 30%. The parameters 
of the calibration were for the training cycle: 1000, for the learning rate: start = 
0.01 and end = 0.0001, neighborhoods: start = 2 and end = 0, network 
randomization: normal, and 4x3 topological dimensions (12 behavior categories) 
because with more than 12 dimensions, a few of them started to appear with 
nearly zero frequency. These parameters were set by trial and error through the 
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analysis of the error found in the Training and Testing series. All the other 
parameters were maintained as initially, in other words as default. 
 
3.8.2.  Anova and post-Hoc Test 
 
First the ANOVA (analysis of variance) was performed to see if there were 
statistically significant differences between the groups of behavior categories 
defined by cluster analysis in relation to the averages of all movement 
descriptors. Then the post-Hoc test (Scheffe's), and the homogeneous subset, 
were performed to analyze the average values of the movement descriptors of 
each category and compare it. These tests were executed in the SPSS (Software 
version 21) program because the Statistica program 
homogeneous subset. 
 
3.8.3. Correspondence Analysis 
 
To, obtain a quantifiable measure of the behavior effect caused by each 
toxicant, several correspondence analysis were performed using different 
partitions of the data in terms of day, assay and toxicant. Of all correspondence 
analysis tested, the partitions of data with all the toxicants, by day and assay had 
the best results in terms of significance level and conclusions consistency.  
In the correspondence analysis the 12 behavior categories defined by the 
cluster analyses were used as row variable. As column variable the conditions W, 
BPA, Et and SH were used. These conditions classify the experimental units. W 
had all experimental units in the Moment Before (without toxicant) and also the 
controls at the Moment After (after adding the toxicants) in others words this 
category had all experimental conditions without toxicant. The BPA, Et and SH 
conditions represent the experimental units with toxicant at the Moment After 
(after adding the respective toxicants, BPA, ethanol and SH). The case selection 
conditions were day=i (i= 1, 2, 3, 5 e 9) and assay=k (k=1 e 2). The 
supplementary column points were the frequencies profile of the different 
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behavior categories in each experimental unit organized by replica (a, b and c), 
toxicants (Control, BPA, Et and SH), Moment (Before and After), day (1, 2, 3, 5 and 
9) and assay (1 and 2). 
was 
possible to see that all types of experimental conditions (W, BPA, Et and SH) were 
clearly discriminated spatially in the three dimensions defined by the different 
correspondence analysis, as represented in figure 8. In the multidimensional 
space defined by each correspondence analysis (by day and assay), three vectors 
(Toxicant vectors) that represent the effects caused by the toxicant on the fish 
behavior were determined. These vectors (vectors BPA, Et and SH) were 
determined by the difference between point W and the respective toxicant point. 
The points W, BPA, Et and SH represent the group of experimental units that 
belong to each of these types of experimental units. These points were the 
midpoints of each group of experimental conditions defined by the Column 
variable in each Correspondence Analysis. 
 
 
The Euclidean distance of each point (experimental unit) to the respective 
Toxicant vector (BPA, Et and SH) was calculated through the scalar projection of 
the vector formed by each point with the corresponding Toxicant vector. The 
objective of these Distances BPA, SH and Ethanol was to have a measure of the 
position of each point within the gradient formed by the respective Toxicant 
vector. These Distances measure the degree of modification of each experimental 
unit in the direction of the three Toxicant vectors. These Distances were 
standardized to allow comparisons between the different days and assays. In the 
calculation of the Distances to avoid subjective selections of the dimensions for 
Figure 8: Correspondence analysis, plot of row column coordinates (experimental 
conditions W, SH, Et, BPA): dimension 2x3, day 1, assay 1. 
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the representation of the effect caused by the toxicant and to simplify the 
comparison of the different measures, all the three dimensions created by the 
correspondence analysis were used and the standard procedures were always the 
same. 
 
3.8.4. Saturated Orthogonal Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
 
The degree of alteration (Distances BPA, Ethanol and SH) observed in each 
experimental unit over time (days) was analyzed by different models of saturated 
orthogonal multiple linear regression analysis (Box et al.,1978). These analysis 
were made by toxicant (BPA, Et, SH), and by assay. The assays were individually 
analyzed (assay 1 and assay 2) but also in ensemble. When the factors associated 
with the assay were not significant the two assays were tested in an ensemble 
analysis, without discriminating them because the differences were not 
significant. Thus, significant effects observed in one of the assays are highlighted 
if they are also significant in the ensemble analysis. However a significant effect 
in the ensemble analysis cant in the individual analyzed was more 
relevant than if it were only significant in the individual analyzed.  
 
3.8.4.1.   Presence/Absence Model 
 
This regression model was used to test if the changes in the behavior 
profiles of the fish measured by the Distances Ethanol, BPA and SH were 
significantly correlated statistically with the presence or the absence of the 
respective toxicant in the water. 
The independent variables were with and without toxicant in the water 
(ToxW), Day and Assay. The dependent variable was the Distance to the 
respective Toxicant vector and they were analyzed separately. The independent 
variables, were combined in a full factorial design, and were coded in orthogonal 
polynomial coefficients. The independent variable ToxW has the value +1 in the 
Moment After in the toxicant experimental units, and the value -1 in the 
remaining experimental units and times (Moment Before in the toxicant 
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experimental units and the two moments in the control experimental units). The 
independent variable Day, with 5 levels, one for each day analyzed, were 
decomposed in linear, quadratic and cubic terms, with a regressor for each one 
(table 2). The independent variable Assay takes the value -1 for assay 1 and +1 
for assay 2. The subsequent 16 regressors were Intercept (b0), Assay, AssayD1, 
AssayD2, AssayD3, AssayToxW, AssayToxWD1, AssayToxWD2, AssayToxWD3, 
D1, D2, D3, ToxW, ToxWD1, ToxWD2, ToxWD3. 
 
 
 
3.8.4.2.   Moment/Control Model 
 
This regression model was used to analyze the progress of the behavior 
response, in the moment Before and After for the control experimental units. The 
independent variables were the Moment, Day and Assay, the dependent variable 
was the distance to the respective Toxicant vector (Et, SH or BPA), in the control 
experimental units. These distances were analyzed separately in this model. The 
independent variables, were combined in a full factorial design, and were coded 
in orthogonal polynomial coefficients. The variable Moment has the value -1 in 
the experimental units before adding the toxicant and the value +1 after adding 
the toxicant. The two other independent variables Day and Assay were encoded in 
the same way as in the previous model (Presence/Absence model). The 
subsequent 16 regressors were Intercept (b0), Assay, AssayD1, AssayD2, 
AssayD3, Assay Moment, Assay MomentD1, Assay MomentD2, Assay 
MomentWD3, D1, D2, D3, Moment, MomentD1, MomentD2, MomentD3.  
 
Table 2: Encoding of the independent variable Day. 
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3.8.4.3.   Moment/Toxicant Model 
 
This regression model was used to analyze the progress of the behavior 
response, before and after adding each toxicant, in the experimental units with 
toxicant. The independent variables were the Moment, Day and Assay. The 
dependent variable was the distance to the respective Toxicant vector (Et, SH or 
BPA). Each of the toxicants was analyzed separately in this model. The distances 
to the Toxicant vector Et were used for the ethanol experimental units, the 
distances to the Toxicant vector BPA were used for the BPA experimental units, 
and the distances to the Toxicant vector SH were used for the SH experimental 
units. The independent variables, were combined in a full factorial design, and 
were coded in orthogonal polynomial coefficients. The three independent 
variables (Moment, Day and Assay) were encoded in the same way as in the 
previous model (Moment/Control). The resulting 16 regressors were equal to the 
regressors of the previous model (Moment/Control). 
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4. Results  
 
4.1. Custer analysis 
 
The cluster analysis was used in order to define behavior categories using 
the behavior of the fish exposed to the test conditions. In table 3 the error in the 
validation series (final error) of the cluster analysis is presented. In this analysis, 
the error was only of 0.064550, which represent only 6%.  
 
The weight of each movement descriptor for each category is presented in 
table 4. However, to facilitate the analysis and the interpretation of these results 
it was necessary to use another type of statistical analysis.  
 
 
 
The same data used in the cluster analysis, was introduced in the SPSS 
(SPSS 21 Software) program to execute other types of tests, such as the Post Hoc 
test. 
 
Table 3: Error of each time series of the ANN. 
 
Table 4: Weight of each movement descriptor in the 12 behavior categories. 
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4.2. Anova and post-Hoc Test 
 
In table 5 are presented the results of the ANOVA conducted to compare 
the 9 movement descriptors (dependent variables) between the behavior 
categories. In the table is indicated that the significance values were lower than 
5% (<0.05). These values indicate that the results between the categories were 
statistically significant in all variables analyzed, and therefore the null hypothesis 
was rejected. Significant differences between the average values of the behavior 
categories were detected. 
 
Table 5: Analysis of variance performed between behavior categories. 
 
Post Hoc tests are a posteriori analysis that in this case, has the purpose to 
find patterns (relationships) between groups or subgroups of data. Homogeneous 
subset is the same test with a different data organization that helps to interpret 
the results in a more intuitive way. The homogeneous subset is done by different 
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statistical tests such as  or Tukey's test, and they help the analysis by 
pairing of means to see if there is a difference. In this case although the two tests 
were performed, the Scheffe's test was used because it was a more conservative 
multiple comparisons technique.  
 
 
The results obtained in the Scheffe's test are compiled in tables 6, 7 and 8. 
The average value of the x coordinate and the average value y were the 
movement descriptors that had maximum ability to discriminate the behavior 
categories, because all the values for this two movement descriptors were 
significantly different. The coordinates of the center of the arena were 88 mm 
and 50 mm (x,y), which means that values much inferior or superior to these 
indicates that the fish were close to the walls of the arena. The behavior category 
1.2 for the movement descriptor average value of x coordinate presented the 
lowest value 22.615 mm which indicates that the fish were frequently in the left 
side of the arena, close to the glass of the arena and the category 3.3 presented 
the highest value 122.279 mm which indicates that the fish were frequently in the 
right side of the arena, close to the glass. The behavior category 2.2 for the 
movement descriptor average value of Y coordinate presented the lowest value 
26.826 mm which indicates that the fish were frequently in the underside of the 
Table 6: Summary of the homogeneous group analysis for the movement descriptors, 
average value of coordinate x and y, and linear velocity. The numbering indicates the 
subsets of each behavior category. 
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arena close to the glass. The category 4.3 presented the highest value 71.543 
mm which indicates that the fish were frequently on the top side of the arena, 
close to the glass. The analysis of the movement descriptor linear velocity 
revealed that the behavior category 4.3 had the highest value (64.081 mm/s), 
followed by the behavior category 1.3 (63.516 mm/s). The behavior categories 
3.1 and 4.1 presented the two lowest linear velocities, 1.228 mm/s and 4.725 
mm/s respectively. The linear velocity had 9 subsets in total which reveals a good 
discriminatory capacity of this movement descriptor. 
 
Table 7: Summary of the homogeneous group analysis for the movement descriptors, 
linear acceleration, angle and angular velocity. The numbering indicates the subsets of 
each behavior category. 
 
The behavior categories relatively to the linear acceleration in the case of 
the Scheffe's test were in the same group for all categories, which indicates that 
this movement descriptor was uninformative. For the movement descriptor angle 
the behavior categories 1.2 and 1.3 presented the highest values, 1.735 degrees 
and 1.491 degrees respectively which indicate that the fish in this category 
turned predominantly to the right. The behavior categories 4.2 and 4.3 for the 
movement descriptor angle presented the two the two lowest values, -4.010 
degrees and -2.691 degrees respectively which indicate that the fish in this 
category turned predominantly to the left. This descriptor movement revealed a 
good discriminatory capacity because it had 8 subsets in total. For the angular 
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velocity the categories 4.1 and 4.2 presented the two highest values, 372.292 
degrees/s and 363.324 degrees/s respectively which indicate that the fish turned 
at high speed. The categories 1.1 and 2.1 presented the two lowest values for the 
angular velocity, 105.010 degrees/s and 117.173 degrees/s respectively which 
indicate that the fish turned at low speed.  
 
 
For the angular acceleration the categories 4.2 and 4.3 presented the two 
highest values, 1873.655 degrees/s2 and 1784.101 degrees/s2 respectively. The 
categories 1.1 and 3.1 presented the two lowest values for the angular 
acceleration, 585.417 degrees/s2 and 283.705 degrees/s2 respectively. This 
movement descriptor revealed a great discriminatory capacity because it had 10 
subsets in total. For the meander the behavior category 4.1 and had highest 
value, 118.952 degrees/mm followed by the category 3.1 with 45.668 
degrees/mm. These values indicate that the fish has a pattern of movements 
composed by many changes of directions. The categories 1.1 and 2.3 presented 
the two lowest values for the meander, 1.460 degrees/mm and 2.510 
degrees/mm respectively which indicate that the fish has a pattern of movements 
composed by few changes in direction with more straight trajectories. The 
meander had 8 subsets in total, which reveals a good discriminatory capacity of 
Table 8: Summary of the homogeneous group analysis for the movement descriptors, 
angular acceleration, meander and standard deviation of X/Y coordinates. The numbering 
indicates the subsets of each behavior category. 
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this movement descriptor. For the standard deviation of X/Y the categories 1.3 
and 2.3 presented the two highest values, 25.616 mm and 25.191 mm 
respectively which indicates that the fish circulated throughout the arena. The 
categories 3.1 and 4.1 presented the two lowest values for the standard deviation 
of X/Y, 0.627 mm and 2.306 mm respectively which indicates that the fish were 
frequently in a very small space of the arena. This movement descriptor and the 
angular velocity had the second most discriminative capacity with 11 subsets in 
each one. 
 
4.3. Correspondence Analysis 
 
Using different partitions of the data in terms of day, assay and toxicant 
several correspondence analyses were performed. The objective of the 
correspondence analysis was to have quantifiable measure of the effect caused by 
the toxicant. 
The Chi-squared test (appendix) of all the analyzes carried by day and 
assay (10 in total, because of the 5 recorded days and 2 assays) ranged between 
1587.4 and 8446.6, with 30-33 has a degree of freedom (df) (on day 5 of the 
first assay the df was 30 because one of the behavior categories had zero 
occurrences) and a significance level (p) of less than 0.0000 for all analyzes. This 
means that the difference of the frequency profile of the behavior categories (Row 
variable in the correspondence analysis) between the different types of 
experimental units analyzed (W, BPA, Et and SH; Column variable in the 
correspondence analysis) was statistically significant.  
 
4.4. Presence/Absence Model 
 
In this regression, the objective was to analyze if the fish behavior 
(measured by the Distances Ethanol, BPA and SH) was linked statistically with the 
presence or the absence of each toxicant. The results regarding ethanol, BPA and 
SH are presented in tables 9, 10 and 11, respectively and in figures 9, 10 and 11. 
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In this regression the linear, quadratic and cubic term of the variable day was 
analyzed, however these factors were gradually eliminated until the regression 
was significant. This procedure made the model simpler, which increased the 
degrees of freedom and the quality of the model. 
All regressions were statistically significant. The factor Assay was never 
statistically significant, and in this case the two assays were treated as if they 
were one. The advantage of doing this was that the model became simpler and 
accurate because fewer factors were used, and the degrees of freedom for error 
increased. All the analysis with the factor Assay (Ethanol, F (15,104)=2.8192 
p<0.00103; BPA, F(15,104)=3.7291 p<0.00003; SH, F(15,104)=3.8243 
p<0.00002) had worse results than the two assays together (Ethanol, 
F(7,112)=6.1989 p<0.00000; BPA, F(7,112)=6.2933 p<0.00000; SH, 
F(5,114)=11.853 p<0.00000).  
 
Table 9: Regression analysis Presence/Absence of the dependent variable Distance 
Ethanol, considering the two assays as one. 
appear in red. 
 
 
 
 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(112) p-value
Intercept 0.4572 0.1085 4.2142 0.0001
ToxW 0.5200 0.0802 0.7032 0.1085 6.4822 0.0000
ToxWD1 -0.0424 0.0926 -0.0351 0.0767 -0.4573 0.6484
ToxWD2 -0.0395 0.0926 -0.0277 0.0648 -0.4268 0.6703
D1 0.0351 0.0926 0.0291 0.0767 0.3789 0.7055
D2 -0.0343 0.0926 -0.0240 0.0648 -0.3702 0.7119
ToxWD3 0.0440 0.0926 0.0365 0.0767 0.4752 0.6356
D3 0.0606 0.0926 0.0502 0.0767 0.6546 0.5141
N= 120
F(7,112)=6,1989 p<0,00000 Std.Error of estimate: 1,02
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Figure 9: Representation of the dependent variable Distance Ethanol, in function of the 
Assay, Day and ToxW (Presence/Absence model). Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence 
intervals. ToxW=+1, represents the experimental units with toxicant. ToxW=-1 
represents the experimental units without toxicant. 
 
The regressor ToxW was statistically significant in all analyzes, with 
significance levels always below 0.0000 (tables 9, 10 and 11). This means that 
the fish behavior with and without the toxicants was statistically different. The 
regression coefficient (b) of this regressor was positive in all the cases, which 
indicates that the corresponding dependent variables (Distance Ethanol, BPA and 
SH) had, on average, higher values when the toxicant was present in the 
experimental units, than when it was absent. 
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Table 10: Regression analysis Presence/Absence of the dependent variable Distance BPA, 
red.  
 
 
 
Figure 10: Representation of the dependent variable Distance BPA, in function of the 
Assay, Day and ToxW (Presence/Absence model). Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence 
intervals. ToxW=+1, represents the experimental units with toxicant. ToxW=-1 
represents the experimental units without toxicant. 
 
The regressor ToxWD1 in the regressions for the dependent variables 
Distances BPA (b=-0.1851) and SH (b=-0.1499) was also statistically significant. 
As their regression coefficients were negative, this indicated that the ToxW effect 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(112) p-value
Intercept 0.4552 0.1091 4.1724 0.0001
ToxW 0.4861 0.0801 0.6624 0.1091 6.0720 0.0000
ToxWD1 -0.2218 0.0924 -0.1851 0.0771 -2.3997 0.0181
ToxWD2 -0.0390 0.0924 -0.0275 0.0652 -0.4223 0.6736
D1 -0.0351 0.0924 -0.0293 0.0771 -0.3797 0.7049
D2 -0.0096 0.0924 -0.0068 0.0652 -0.1043 0.9171
ToxWD3 -0.0355 0.0924 -0.0296 0.0771 -0.3838 0.7018
D3 -0.0525 0.0924 -0.0438 0.0771 -0.5678 0.5713
 N=120
F(7,112)=6,2933 p<,00000 Std.Error of estimate: 1,0350
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described above decreased linearly over the days in both cases. In this two cases, 
the values of the Distances, decreased over the days in the Moment After 
(ToxW=+1), and increased over the days in the Moment Before and in the 
controls (ToxW=-1). This tendency is visible in figures 10 and 11. 
 
Table 11: Regression analysis Presence/Absence of the dependent variable Distance SH, 
red. 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Representation of the dependent variable Distance SH, in function of the 
Assay, Day and ToxW (Presence/Absence model). Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence 
intervals. ToxW=+1, represents the experimental units with toxicant. ToxW=-1 
represents the experimental units without toxicant. 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(114) p-value
Intercept 0.5297 0.1028 5.1539 0.0000
ToxW 0.5581 0.0760 0.7551 0.1028 7.3462 0.0000
ToxWD1 -0.1749 0.0877 -0.1449 0.0727 -1.9932 0.0486
ToxWD2 0.0378 0.0877 0.0265 0.0614 0.4313 0.6670
D1 -0.0754 0.0877 -0.0624 0.0727 -0.8591 0.3921
D2 0.0990 0.0877 0.0693 0.0614 1.1288 0.2613
 N=120
F(5,114)=11,853 p<,00000 Std.Error of estimate: 0,97509
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The standardized regression coefficients values, a standardized regression 
coefficient (b*) that is a standard measure that enables the comparison between 
different toxicants, indicated that in relative terms the effect measured by ToxW 
(adding the toxicant) was strongest with SH (b*=0.558) than with ethanol (b*= 
0.520) and BPA (b*=0.486). The decrease of this effect over days (ToxWD1) was 
more pronounced with BPA (b*= -0.222) than with SH (b*= -0.175). 
Nevertheless, it would be interesting to understand some aspects of the 
fish behavior from the repeated exposure to the toxicants, including the progress 
of the response, before and after adding each toxicant. For this reason this 
analysis was performed and its results are presented below. 
 
4.5. Moment/Control Model 
 
This regression model had the objective of understanding the progress of 
the behavior response, in the moment Before and After for the control 
experimental units. In this regression the linear, quadratic and cubic term of the 
variable was also analyzed, however as in the previous analysis, these factors 
were gradually eliminated until the regression was significant. As in the previous 
model, when the factor Assay was not statistically significant, the two assays were 
treated as if they were one. In this model, the dependent variables (Distances 
BPA, SH and Ethanol), registered only in the control groups, were analyzed based 
on moment Before and After (Moment), the assay (Assay) and also based in the 
repetition (Day). The regression analysis for dependent Variable SH in the controls 
is shown in table 12. The distances SH for the controls are represented in figure 
12.  
 
Table 12:  Regression analysis (Moment/Control) of the dependent variable Distance SH 
in the control group considering the two assays as one. Statistically significant regressors 
 
 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(56) p-value
Intercept -0.4294 0.1154 -3.7199 0.0005
Moment -0.0193 0.1329 -0.0168 0.1154 -0.1454 0.8849
D1 -0.0155 0.1329 -0.0095 0.0816 -0.1167 0.9075
MomentD1 -0.1044 0.1329 -0.0641 0.0816 -0.7855 0.4355
 N=60
F(3,56)=,21727 p<0,88402 Std.Error of estimate: 0,89416
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Figure 12: Representation of the dependent variable Distance SH in the control group, in 
function of the Assay, Moment and Day (Moment/Control model). Vertical bars denote 
0.95 confidence intervals. 
 
The dependent variable Distance SH in the control groups (table 11)  
show any statistically significant trend in relation to the analyzed factors and the 
interaction between them. The significance levels were always above 0.05 in both 
assays, separately (data not represented) and together, for all regressors 
analyzed. This result indicate that there  differences between the Moment 
Before, and the Moment After in the controls (p <0.88402) and also that the 
factors Assay and Day did not influenced the behavior as it can be seen in figure 
12. The interactions between all the factors were also not statistically significant. 
The regression analysis for dependent variable BPA in the controls is sown 
in table 13. The distances BPA for the controls are represented in figure 13. 
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Table 13: Regression analysis (Moment/Control) of the dependent variable Distance BPA 
in the control group, considering the factor Assay. Statistically significant regressors 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Representation of the dependent variable Distance BPA in the control group, in 
function of the Assay, Moment, and Day (Moment/Control model). Vertical bars denote 
0.95 confidence intervals. 
 
In the case of BPA, because the regressor Assay was statistically significant, 
the factor Assay had to be considerate. The control groups presented values of 
Distance BPA (table 13), on average, higher in assay 2 than in assay 1 
(b
Assay
=0.3901; sig=0.0002) but this measure was not significantly influenced by 
any other factor analyzed, and the interaction between them. As in the previous 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(52) p-value
Intercept -0.3518 0.1200 -2.9309 0.0050
Assay 0.3932 0.1210 0.3901 0.1200 3.2505 0.0020
AssayMoment -0.0746 0.1210 -0.0740 0.1200 -0.6164 0.5403
AssayD1 0.1239 0.1210 0.0870 0.0849 1.0246 0.3103
AssayMomentD1 0.1533 0.1210 0.1075 0.0849 1.2670 0.2108
Moment -0.0564 0.1210 -0.0560 0.1200 -0.4663 0.6430
D1 0.1865 0.1210 0.1308 0.0849 1.5417 0.1292
AssayD1 0.0473 0.1210 0.0332 0.0849 0.3912 0.6972
 N=60
F(7,52)=2,3354 p<0,03765 Std.Error of estimate: 0,92967
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case, differences between the Moment Before and the Moment After in the 
controls were not detected, and also that the factor Day did not influenced the 
behavior as it can be seen in figure 13. The interactions between all the factors 
were also not statistically significant. 
The regression analysis for dependent variable Ethanol in the controls is 
demonstrated in table 14. The distances Ethanol for the controls are represented 
in figure 14. 
 
Table 14: Regression analysis (Moment/Control) of the dependent variable Distance 
Ethanol in the control group, considering the factor Assay. Statistically significant 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Representation of the dependent variable Distance Ethanol in the control 
group, in function of the Assay, Moment and Day (Moment/Control model). Vertical bars 
denote 0.95 confidence intervals. 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(55) p-value
Intercept -0.5658 0.0994 -5.6937 0.0000
AssayMomentD1 0.2626 0.1218 0.1516 0.0703 2.1569 0.0354
Moment -0.2728 0.1218 -0.2226 0.0994 -2.2400 0.0292
D1 0.0616 0.1218 0.0356 0.0703 0.5062 0.6148
MomentD1 0.1931 0.1218 0.1115 0.0703 1.5861 0.1184
 N=60
F(4,55)=3,1104 p<0,02228 Std.Error of estimate: 0,76979
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In the measure Distance Ethanol, the control fish did not present values 
with an evolution as neutral as in the previous toxicants. The Before and After 
effect (Moment) was statistically significant and negative (b 
Moment
 = -0.2226, sig 
= 0.0292), which means that the measure Distance Ethanol decreased between 
the moment Before and After in this group of fish (table 14). But this difference 
tends to decrease over the days (b
AssayMomentD1
=0.1516, sig=0.0354). This 
tendency is particularly visible in assay 2 being practically zero on the last day 
(figure 14).  
 
4.6. Moment/Toxicant Model 
 
This regression model had the objective of understanding the progress of 
the behavior response, before and after adding each toxicant, in the toxicant 
experimental units. In this regression the linear, quadratic and cubic term of the 
variable was also analyzed, however as in previous analyzes, these factors were 
gradually eliminated until the regression was significant. As in previous models, 
when the factor Assay was not statistically significant, the two assays were 
treated as if they were one. In this model, the dependent variables (Distance BPA, 
SH and Ethanol), registered only in the toxicant groups, were analyzed based on 
moment Before and After (Moment), the assay (Assay) and also based in the 
repetition (Day).  
With all the toxicants, the respective measures (Distance) of the exposed 
fish were not influenced by the factor assay throughout their range (table 15, 16 
and 17). No differences were detected between the two assays, and the factor 
 
In all toxicant groups the factor Moment influenced in a statistically 
significant way (and in this case positive way), the respective average Distance 
(Ethanol, b=0.3834, sig=0.0061; BPA, b=0.5179, sig=0.0004; SH, b=0.5510, 
sig=0.0001), which means that the Distances of the Moment After were higher 
than the Distances of the Moment Before (tables 15, 16 and 17).  
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Table 15: Regression analysis (Moment/Toxicant) of the dependent variable Distance 
Ethanol in the ethanol group, considering the two assays as one. Statistically significant 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Representation of the dependent variable Distance Ethanol in the ethanol 
group, in function of the Assay, Moment and Day (Moment/Toxicant model). Vertical bars 
denote 0.95 confidence intervals. 
 
For ethanol the differences between the Moment Before and After adding 
ethanol, were similar in all the days (b 
MomentD1
=-0.0636, sig=0.5062), especially 
in assay 1 as is shown in figure 15. 
 
 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(56) p-value
Intercept 0.7770 0.1345 5.7750 0.0000
Moment 0.3536 0.1241 0.3834 0.1345 2.8496 0.0061
D1 0.0752 0.1241 0.0576 0.0951 0.6058 0.5471
MomentD1 -0.0830 0.1241 -0.0636 0.0951 -0.6690 0.5062
 N=60
F(3,56)=2,9783 p<0,03909 Std.Error of estimate: 1,0422
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Table 16: Regression analysis (Moment/Toxicant) of the dependent variable Distance BPA 
in the BPA group, considering the two assays as one. Statistically significant regressors 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Representation of the dependent variable Distance BPA in the BPA group, in 
function of the Assay, Moment and Day (Moment/Toxicant model). Vertical bars denote 
0.95 confidence intervals. 
 
For BPA and SH the effect of the factor Moment tends to decrease with 
days (BPA, b 
MomentD1
=-0.2101, sig=0.0340; SH, b 
MomentD1
=-0.2368, sig=0.0112) 
(tables 16 and 17) reaching practically zero in the last days. This tendency is 
particularly visible in assay 2 for BPA (figure 16) and in assay 1 for SH (figure 17). 
 
b* Std.Err. (of b*) b Std.Err. (of b) t(52) p-value
Intercept 0.5997 0.1364 4.3963 0.0001
Moment 0.4459 0.1175 0.5179 0.1364 3.7966 0.0004
D1 -0.0052 0.1175 -0.0043 0.0965 -0.0447 0.9645
D2 -0.0322 0.1175 -0.0223 0.0815 -0.2738 0.7853
MomentD1 -0.2558 0.1175 -0.2101 0.0965 -2.1782 0.0340
MomentD2 -0.0173 0.1175 -0.0120 0.0815 -0.1474 0.8834
D3 -0.1251 0.1175 -0.1028 0.0965 -1.0654 0.2916
MomentD3 0.0357 0.1175 0.0294 0.0965 0.3043 0.7621
 N=60
F(7,52)=2,9264 p<0,01167 Std.Error of estimate: 1,0567
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Table 17: Regression analysis (Moment/Toxicant) of the dependent variable Distance SH 
in the SH group, considering the two assays as one. Statistically significant regressors 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Representation of the dependent variable Distance SH in the SH group, in 
function of the Assay, Moment and Day (Moment/Toxicant model). Vertical bars denote 
0.95 confidence intervals. 
 
 
 
 
b* Std.Err. (of 
b*)
b Std.Err. (of b) t(52) p-value
Intercept 0.7338 0.1273 5.7666 0.0000
Moment 0.4806 0.1110 0.5510 0.1273 4.3298 0.0001
D1 0.0364 0.1110 0.0295 0.0900 0.3280 0.7443
MomentD1 -0.2921 0.1110 -0.2368 0.0900 -2.6318 0.0112
D2 0.0239 0.1110 0.0164 0.0760 0.2151 0.8305
MomentD2 0.1160 0.1110 0.0795 0.0760 1.0450 0.3008
D3 -0.1337 0.1110 -0.1084 0.0900 -1.2047 0.2338
MomentD3 0.0982 0.1110 0.0796 0.0900 0.8847 0.3804
F(7,52)=4,1648 p<0,00105 Std.Error of estimate: 0,98571
 N=60
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5. Discussion 
 
5.1. Characterization of the Behavior Categories 
 
Using the cluster analysis it was possible to define 12 behavior categories 
of the fish submitted to the different experimental conditions. The 6% error of the 
validation series of the cluster analysis (table 3) was minimal and represented the 
quality of the cluster analysis, the precision quality of the system. The ANOVA 
and the post-Hoc test allowed realizing that these behavior categories had 
statistically significant differences, and that all the categories were different from 
each other. 
Due to the massive amount of data and especially the number of days used 
in the analysis, it was difficult to establish associations between the behavior 
categories with each toxicant throughout the days, but the post-hoc test 
permitted the characterization of the behavior categories based on the movement 
descriptors. The categories 3.1 and 4.1 presented the two lowest linear velocities 
(1.228 mm/s and 4.580 mm/s respectively), the two lowest standard deviation 
x/y (0.627 mm and  2.238 mm respectively), the two highest meander ((45.668 
rad/mm and 118.95 respectively) and in the case of the category 4.1 the highest 
angular velocity (372.292 rad/s). Curiously because the Angle values were 
positive the fish in these two categories also turned predominantly to the right. 
These results indicated that the fish in those categories presented slow 
movement and probably more stops, with low dispersion in space and many 
changes of direction that in the case of the category 4.1 were done at high 
angular velocity. When in states of heighted anxiety the zebrafish specie tends to 
display erratic movement (many changes of direction in a relatively small space), 
and more stops (freezing, when stationary) (Egan et al., 2009). Base on the 
movement descriptors the categories 3.1 and 4.1, fit in this type of behaviors, 
and several substances as acute caffeine and alarm pheromone had be proven to 
triggered these behaviors in zebrafish (Egan et al., 2009).  In a previous work (for 
publication) acutely exposed zebrafish to SH (1h30m), also presented this type of 
behavior (freezing, increased changes of direction, decreased velocity). 
The categories 1.3, 2.2 and 2.3 had high linear velocities (63.227 mm/s, 
59.906 mm/s and 59.697 mm/s respectively), low meander values (3.187 
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rad/mm, 5.742 rad/mm and 2.510 rad/mm respectively) and high standard 
deviations of x/y (25.616 mm, 17.156 mm and 25.191 mm respectively) and 
these parameters indicate fast movements and less stops with few changes of 
direction and high dispersion in space. These types of behaviors are usually 
related with normal exploratory behavior and activity.  
The categories described in this section were the most distinguishable and 
for that reason were highlighted, as stated above it was impossible to establish 
associations between the behavior categories with each toxicant throughout the 
days, but this was not one of the objectives of the work. 
 
5.2. Analysis of the Regressions 
 
The results obtained by the Presence/Absence model (table 9, 10 and 11) 
were within the expectations, all the differences between the Distances BPA, 
Ethanol and SH were statistically significantly and detected the presence of the 
respective toxicant in water (ethanol, b 
ToxW
=0.7032; BPA, b 
ToxW
=0.6624; SH, b 
ToxW
=0.7551; with sig<0.0000 in all analyzes). 
In relation to ethanol the differences were similar over the days (table 9). 
This conclusion was confirmed by the model Moment/Toxicant (table 15), where 
only the experimental units in which ethanol was added were analyzed, and the 
Distances between the Moments Before and After were similar over the days. In 
this work the development of behavior tolerance to ethanol was not observed, 
which was beneficial for the detection capability of the system that remained 
unchanged over the days. However, Gerlai et al. (2006) found that zebrafish 
exposed to ethanol for two weeks to 14% of the 96h LC
50
, had developed 
behavior tolerance, and only an acute exposure to 56% of the 96h LC
50
 after the 
chronic exposure attenuated the development of tolerance. Several other works 
also have reported the development of tolerance in zebrafish chronically exposed, 
but the concentrations that caused this response were always superior to the 9% 
96h LC
50
 used in the present work because they were normally between 14% of 
the 96h LC
50
 and 28% (Dlugos and Rabin, 2003; Gerlai et al., 2009; Dlugos et al., 
2011; Tran and Gerlai, 2013; Tran et al., 2014). Contrary to the reported in 
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several works and the initial expectations, the zebrafish did not develop tolerance 
to ethanol in this work, (because the fish reacted always to the presence of 
ethanol), and the same had happened with wild-type zebrafish in a study 
performed by Dlugos and Rabin (2003) that have exposed zebrafish for two 
weeks to 28% of the 96h LC
50
 of ethanol and did not detect the development of 
tolerance. In this previous work, another strain of zebrafish (long-fin striped 
zebrafish) exposed chronically for two weeks, in contrary to the other strain, 
developed tolerance to ethanol (the average distance between each fish and its 
nearest neighbor were similar to the pre-exposure values
like in the previous study that in this work the wild-type zebrafish strain used 
was less resistant to the treatment (although they analyze the shoal behavior 
instead of the locomotor), and like advanced by Dlugos and Rabin (2003) possibly 
due to differences in both the response of the central nervous system, as well as 
the ability of the CNS to adapt to ethanol. Maybe in this work the exposure time 
employed, more a chronic daily exposure (once a day). Probably in the present 
work the concentration or the 
neurotransmitters pattern adaptation (Gerlai et al., 2009; Tran et al., 2014), 
which highlights the sensibility of the system to quickly detect exposure 
situations. 
exposure that was sufficient to cause behaviors effects (hyperactivity), typical 
observed in acute exposure to low concentrations such as 14% of the 96h LC
50
 of 
ethanol (anxiolytic, decreased erratic movements and increased exploration) 
(Gerlai et al., 2000), in each day, which explains the similar behavior response 
happens with chronic exposures.  
In the case of SH and BPA and contrary to what happened with ethanol, 
through the distances analyzed in the Presence/Absence model (tables 9, 10 and 
11) the system was always able to detect the presence of the respective toxicant, 
although these differences diminished over the days which lead to a decrease of 
the detection capability over the days (BPA, b
ToxWD1
=-0.1851; SH, b
ToxWD1
=-
0.1449; with sig<0.0486 in all analyzes) (tables 9 and 10). This decreased, is 
caused by the decrease of the differences of the distances between the Moments 
Before and After demonstrated by the model Moment/Toxicant (BPA, b
MomentD1
=-
0.2101, sig=0.0340; SH, b
MomentD1
=-0.2368, sig=0.0112) (tables 15 and 16). The 
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fish in the last days may had a similar behavior in the two moments, as shown in 
figure 16 and 17. 
The deterioration over the days, for BPA and SH was most likely due to the 
fish behavior and the toxicokinetics of the toxicants. The repeated exposures to 
the toxicant throughout the days may have induced alterations in physiological 
mechanisms (acclimation) which led to ceasing of the response of the fish to the 
toxicant, or the toxicants may have caused damage to the fish that accumulated 
throughout the days. It is possible that a behavior recuperation may have 
happened with the SH and BPA in this work due to acclimation. Cases of fish able 
to recover in terms of behavior after continuously exposed to a toxicant at 
concentrations in terms of LC
50
 higher than those used in this work have been 
reported. Juvenile rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) following sub-lethal 
exposure to a concentration of 45% 96h LC
50
 (5 time superior to the 
concentration used in the present work) of the insecticide deltamethrin, revealed 
a reduction on critic swimming speed (measure of aerobic swimming utilizing 
mainly red muscle) after days 1 and 4 of exposure, but this response was fully 
recovered (acclimation) after the day 7 of exposure (Goulding et al., 2013). It is 
also possible that the toxicants (SH and BPA) may have caused damages to the 
fish, that accumulated over time. SH is capable of causing gill damage 
(hypertrophy, lamellar fusion) and a decreased response of detoxification 
mechanisms (catalase and GST), maybe due to increased production of ROS, in 
fish (López-Galindo et al., 2010b), and BPA is capable of causing vitellogenin 
induction, gonad structural changes in male, reduced sperm quality, delayed 
ovulation in females, also in different species of fish (Lahnsteiner et al., 2005; 
Mandich et al., 2007) and the damage caused by this toxicants can ultimately be 
represented in the fish behavior. This possibility explains, the fact that the fish 
did not present significant statistically behavior differences between the Moment 
Before and After in the last two days, which means that the behavior of the fish 
before the exposure may have approximated the behavior of the fish after the 
exposure. 
The capacity of this system to detect behavior changes caused by the 
toxicants was quite satisfactory in comparison with the results of others works. 
For example in one study carried out by Magalhaes et al. (2007), the lowest 
concentration of SH that caused behavior responses (hyperactivity) was about ten 
times higher than the concentration used  in this work, and the zebrafish were 
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also exposed about 3 times longer. In relation to BPA, in one development study 
(where more sensitive states are used), a concentration of , that is 
more than 2 times higher than the concentration used in this work, did not 
caused behavior effects in larval zebrafish (Saili et al., 2012). In the present work 
relatively to ethanol, the system was able to detect behavior changes in zebrafish, 
even though the exposure time and the concentrations used were much shorter, 
that the chronic concentrations (14%-28% 96h LC
50
) and the exposure time, 
normally two weeks or even more, commonly used in other works (Dlugos and 
Rabin, 2003; Gerlai et al., 2006; Gerlai et al., 2009; Tran and Gerlai, 2013; Tran 
et al., 2014). In another study the concentration used in an acute exposure (2h) 
to ethanol was only 7% of the 96h LC
50
, a concentration very similar to the 
concentration detected in the present work (9% of the LC
50
), but no significant 
behavior alteration were detected (Dlugos et al., 2011). In other works with 
others toxicants the concentrations used may be lower, but on the other hand the 
exposures times are also much longer, allowing the accumulation of the effects 
caused by the toxicants. For example adult male zebrafish (Danio rerio) exposed 
-Ethinyl estradiol (an active component of oral contraceptive pills) 
demonstrated anxiogenic-like behaviors in the test tank Novel (Reyhanian et al., 
2011), but the exposure time used in this study (14 days) was 224 times higher 
than the time used in the present work (1h30m) which ultimately highlights the 
fast detection capability of the system used in the present work. These 
comparisons highlight the sensitivity of the system used in this work, indicating 
that the detecting capability of behavioral changes is very high and fast since 
lower concentrations and shorter exposure times were used. The goal of the 
system was to promptly detect the presence of toxicants and In the case of 
ethanol the system was resistant to the repeated exposures and was able to 
detect changes in behavior. These results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness 
and applicability of the system, that in one case remained unchanged over the 
days (ethanol) and in other two cases deteriorated with the repeated exposures 
(bisphenol A and sodium hypochlorite). 
The results obtained in the Moment/Control model were excellent, because 
they indicate that the behavior of the controls in relation to the Distances BPA and 
SH were not influenced, by the factors Moment and Day. The behavior was similar 
in all days and between the two moments. The factor Assay although it was 
statically different for the distances BPA, this factor also did not influence any of 
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the others factors. In relation to the Distances Ethanol the results in this model 
indicate that the behavior of the controls were initially influenced by the factor 
Moment, but this influence decreases over time, going in the opposite direction 
of the gradient (Toxicant vector). 
A behavior analysis on daily basis, along the chronic exposure was not 
described in the literature for any of the toxicants (SH, BPA and ethanol), although 
for ethanol a behavior analysis after each week have already been described 
(Dlugos and Rabin, 2003; Dlugos et al., 2011). This type of analysis (on daily 
basis) was innovative and proved to be very efficient in the detection of the 
behavioral response along time. It is also important to mention that the zebrafish 
behavior was successfully used through the Kohonen ANNs to define and identify 
classes of fish behavior, and that through the ANNs, the correspondence analysis 
and the linear and orthogonal regressions was possible to evaluate the conditions 
to which the fish were exposed. In a real situation and to prevent the loss of 
detection capability in the last days, as those observed relatively to BPA and SH, 
an exchange of the fish whenever they detect some important disturbance, can be 
performed. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
Aquatic pollution is one of the main threats to the ecosystems, and often 
contaminations occur intentionally or due to negligence, being important in this 
sense to find better ways to rapidly detect these situations. Behavior changes 
have proven to be a fast and sensible indicator, and therefore several BEWSs use 
various behavioral parameters. In the present work, the system used was able to 
detect different behavior responses of zebrafish exposed daily for 9 days to 9% of 
the 96h LC
50
, of SH, ethanol and BPA. Using the ANNs, the correspondence 
analysis and the linear and orthogonal regressions it was possible, to use the 
zebrafish behavior changes caused by the toxicants as a way to detect them, 
analyze the behavior response and relate it with the presence or absence of 
toxicants, and analyze the detection capability over the days. 
The Presence/Absence regression, revealed that all measures used 
(Distances BPA, Ethanol and SH), have detected in a statistically significant way 
the presence of the respective toxicant in the water, indicating that each toxicant 
caused behavior responses in the zebrafish. Its particular important to highlight 
that for ethanol this capacity remained unchanged throughout the daily 
exposures, but for SH and BPA the detection capability deteriorated over the days. 
The behavior was similar between all days for ethanol, because the differences 
between the Distances in the moments Before and After were maintained over 
time. This indicates that the system was resistant to the repeated exposure and a 
decreased behavior response over the days was not observed. In this work the 
zebrafish did not develop tolerance to ethanol. Maybe, the differences between 
strains, the low concentration used or the repeated short exposure time may have 
prevented the development of tolerance. In the case of SH, and BPA it was 
detected a decrease of the difference between the moments Before and After, 
measured in terms of behavior of the fish associated with the presence of 
toxicants in the water, which explains the detection deterioration over the days. 
To avoid this loss of detection capability, an exchange of fish when they detect 
some important disturbance in water can be performed, to maintain the detection 
efficiency. The Moment/Control model analysis showed that the behavior of the 
controls in the moment After was less or equally related to the presence of the 
toxicants in the water (in relation to the Toxicant vectors) than in the moment 
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Before. This demonstrates that the behavior changes of the fish observed after 
the addition of the toxicants, which occurred towards the respective Toxicant 
vectors, are explained solely by the presence of the toxicants and not by the 
practical procedure.  
In summary, through this system it was possible to detect all toxicants 
using the behavior effects caused in zebrafish. This is more remarkable, when 
taking into account that the concentrations used for each toxicant were very 
small (9% of 96h LC
50
), and the daily exposure time was only of 1h30m. This 
detection capability remained unchanged after 9 days of repeated exposure to 
ethanol, but, for the two other toxicants tested (SH and BPA), the detection 
capability decreased significantly over the days, being almost zero in last days.  
Behavioral responses should be included in the evaluation of water quality, 
because its rapid response and high sensitivity have the potential to allow an 
early detection of contaminants and avoid more serious consequences. The 
zebrafish behavior demonstrated to be exceptionally useful, especially when used 
in a video-tracking system analysis. This system can be a very important tool in 
the monitoring of water quality, and it can function like a BEWS for the protection 
of the aquatic ecosystems, because, 
and sensible to low concentrations of toxicants. In the future it would be 
interesting to have a more integrative approach, to try understand the effects in 
behavior by analyzing neurotransmitters levels, such as, dopamine, serotonin and 
GABA in the case of ethanol, other endpoints such as AChE, testosterone and 
estradiol levels in the case of BPA, and catalase, GST, ROS in the case of SH. To 
assess the detection capability, it should be important to test other factors, such 
as, different exposures times, or/and other types of toxicants, bacterias and 
compounds (cyanotoxins).  
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8. Appendix 
 
 
Table 1:  Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 1, day 1. 
 
 
Table 2:  Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 2, day 1. 
 
 
Table 3:  Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 1, day 2. 
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Table 4: Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 2, day 2. 
 
 
Table 5: Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 1, day 3. 
 
 
Table 6: Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 2, day 3. 
 
 
Table 7: Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 1, day 5. 
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Table 8: Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 2, day 5. 
 
 
Table 9: Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 1, day 9. 
 
 
Table 10:  Chi-squared test of the correspondence analysis for assay 2, day 9. 
 
 
